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TO THE MONOTYPE OPERATOR.

——reseitegets

Whilst this publication is not meant to be a complete
instructor in the art of running the Monotype casting

machine, it will be found that, if all the instructions

given therein are closely followed, there will be little left

which could be learnt by other means than practical

experience.
The best training is that which is the result of actual

daily contact with the machine, but there are many

points in its working which, if properly gone into by
the operator, will add greatly to his efficiency and to

the durability of the machine and its accessories.

The book will be found useful for reference, enabling
the operator to refresh his memory and to avoid leaving
undone things which would tend to add to the pro-

duction of the machine and to enhance his own reputa-
tion as an intelligent and painstaking operator. It will

also bring to his notice many things which should be

strenuously avoided.

It is not intended to tempt the operator to be con-

tinually tinkering with the adjustments of the machine.

‘The machine is entrusted to him in good condition, and

careful attention to cleanliness and lubrication, the

maintenance of the heat of his metal and the flow of

water up to the correct standards, and keen supervision
in order that screws or nuts do not work loose, will

constitute practically the whole of his duties.

‘The operator, if he would be successful, will use his

common sense, and judge between that which he can

effect for himself and that which his want of experience

justifies him in referring to the Monotype Inspector.
He should draw the line between childishly calling

on others to put him right in regard to the most trivial



details and the obstinate attempt to do for himself work

(whether repairs or adjustments) of which he knows

perfectly well he is not capable.
The man who takes a pride in his machine is almost

sure to do better than he who simply goes through the

day’s work with absolutely no healthy interest in his

occupation.
Special articles will be found on the Care of the Mould

and Matrices. Too much stress cannot be placed on the

necessity to carry out most religiously the directions

there given. The operator should bear in mind that a

hair of the human head may measure something like

24 thousandths of an inch, whereas the Mould and

Matrices are designed to give types to a standard

measurement as close as half a tenth of a thousandth

of an inch—or a fiftieth part of the previous measure-

ment. If he will think of these figures, he will see that

if he but rubs a matrix carelessly he will affect its

truth, whilst to drop it on the floor or expose it to hard

usage (consequent on faulty adjustment) can but damage
it irretrievably.

:

A good and careful operator will avoid more trouble

than ten men can cure after the event.

The operator should consider it a disgrace to have

to admit that some part of the machine has seized for

want of oil, and no self-respecting operator will have a

dirty machine.

In conclusion, the operator is urged to profit by ex-

perience. When troubles arise he should not be content

to correct them, perhaps intuitively, but should closely
study the cause, in order that it should be removed and

a recurrence of the difficulty rendered unlikely. If he

makes an alteration in the adjustment of his machine,
he should know and be able to explain just why he did

it, and if such is not the case, he should endeavour to

improve his knowledge by referring to someone having
a wider experience of the machine than himself.

,
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INTRODUCTION.

The machine having been installed, everything must

naturally be left to the mercy of the attendant. On his

intelligence, his care, and his industry, the output of the

machine depends. The different parts of the machine

perform the same evolutions day after day alike, and if

the result produced to-morrow be not the same as that

of to-day, either the attendant has allowed some part to

become deranged or damaged by indifferent adjustment
—such as a centring pin not seating in the matrix pro-

perly—or outside conditions have altered—such as the

use of dirty or inferior metal. A careless attendant—

one who has no consideration for the firm employing
him, nor care or interest in the machine entrusted to

im—is generally slovenly in making his adjustments,
and never attempts to see if any screws have become

loose, with the result that the machine can become a

worry to him instead of being full of eae Unfor-

tunately the machine is not
‘“

fool-pro
This handbook is issued’ with fie idea of giving

the attendant an opportunity of studying every motion

on the machine, tracing such motions from their very

starting points, 7.¢., the driving cams, and to be a guide
to him as to how such parts should be adjusted. Although
it gives the method of detaching various parts, it does

not follow that all those parts should be habitually or

even occasionally disconnected.

‘he method adopted in this book of following each

motion from its source should be adopted by attendants

in the event of any undesired result occurring. Hach

cam drives a separate mechanism, quite disconnected

from the neighbouring cams, and upon any part not

working exactly as it should, the various parts connected

with it should be examined, commencing from the cam

operating such part. Later on, a few hints will be given
as a guide to the method of procedure in this direction.
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Ordinarily an attendant’s duties are confined to the

changing of the founts and to seeing that the quality of

type produced is satisfactory. In doing this it is neces-

sary that he take pains to see that all the adjustments
in connection with changing a fount are scrupulously
exact to the standard laid down in this book, that his

metal is kept clean, and of proper quality and at the

proper temperature, that his pump connections are

working correctly, and metal channels are clean, and

that the type is cast and delivered to the galley without

hitch of any kind. After this, all he has to do is to

keep his machine cleaned and oiled, and to see that no

screws or nuts work loose.
;

A point which cannot be too strongly impressed upon

attendants is the importanceof keeping their tools in

good condition. It is pitiable at times to see the over-

re spanners and softened and useless screw drivers
kept by some operators. On no account should a screw-

driver blade be dipped into molten metal, or its handle

knocked by a hammer. The end should be correctly

shaped so as not to slip out of the screw-head slot as

soon as pressure is put upon the screwdriver, and each
screw should be removed with the correct size of screw-

driver. Do not tighten up or remove the nozzle with

a galley spanner. Files are very useful when required
for fitting a new part, but their use should never be

needed by a good attendant. In addition to the tools

supplied with the machine, a hand brace and strong vice

are needed,and the latter should be placed in a light

position.
Although all the adjustments have been given in

detail elsewhere, we give in the following chapter the

main features in connection with running the machine,
as distinct from the adjustments of those parts which

seldom require attention.



THE LANSTON MONOTYPE CASTING

MACHINE.

PRINCIPAL FEATURES,

The four main features of the machine are the matrix
case containing the matrices, the mould, and the pump,
and these are in contact with each other at the most

important point of the operation of the machine,
namely, that at which the type is being cast.

All the other parts of the machine are Sele attributes
to these three, their office being, before the type is cast,
to bring the particular matrix, corresponding to the

the mould, and set the mould so that the type is of the

required size, and after the type has been cast to remove

it from the mould to the type channel.
The mould, in main, consists of a foundation plate,

side blocks, mould bla de, jet ejector blade, and cross

block. ‘Themould blade and side blocks rest ona plate
fixed to the foundation plate, the mould blade being
free to be moved between the other two ; and the cross

block moves at right angles to the mould blade, eea metal-tight joint against the faces of the bod:
he ejector is contained in the cross block, aad ee

that part of the type cast between the bottom of the
fixed blocks and ie foundation plate ; iSis operated
by a cam fastened to the foundation plat

The Mould in height, z.c., the thickness ar those parts
presented to the matrices, correspondsto the height of

type from the foot to shoulder,and the width of the
mould blade to the depth of the type, the width being
determined by the distance between the blade and the
face of the cross block at the time the type is cast.

The Matrix Case contains the matrices—225 in number
—which represent all the different characters that can

be cast without change; the matrices are oblong cubes
of gun metal, each containingat the lower end the female

of a particularcharacter, and at the upper end a conical
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ole by means of which the matrix can be centred

See over the mould; the matrices are held in the

y means of wire running through them and intosheein the case.

The Pump performs the same work as an ordinary
type machine pump, consisting as it does of a plunger
and well, the well terminating in a nozzle which fits
into a bell on the under side of the foundation plate of
the mould, and through which the metalis forced into
the mouldt ‘o cast the type.

The Weages are five in number, viz., the normal

wedge, lower transfer wedge, upper transferwedge, and
the two justification wedges. The lower transfer wedge
and the normal wedge slide on the bed ofthe machine
ina

Pessiee
cut in the B pin block. -One vertical face

of the normalwedge slides against the abutment block

(the ene block has a vertical strip on its face
which forms the point of communication, and when
the wedge is being moved into position it is kept clear
of this strip by a spring block in the face of the abutment
block which slides in a horizontal groove in the normal

wedge) which forms the communication between the

wedges and the mould blade.
The lower transfer wedge lies between the normal

wedge and afixed edge of a shelf, the shelf

et slightly
above the upper face of the transfer we

The justification wedges rest on this shelfagainst the
fixed sides of the pin block, and the upper transfer

wedge iss
between the outer sun wedge and the

normalw ey

The Ppa ne block has an adjustable screw against
the head of which the

ee blade strikes, and by which
means the set size of the is approximatelyadjusted.

The stop oo
wheeethertransfer wedge comes

to rest on the osition is tapered, and by means

of a screw aljustinentoe the bed of the pce this

stop can be raised or lowered, thus regulating to a very
fine degree ie travel of the transfer wedges, and pro-
viding a means of adjusting the set sizes to any degree
of accuracy

The top “transferwedge has also an adjustable screw

which comes in contact with the stop, and by means

be regulated (that is to say, that the normal wedge
remaining in the same position throughout, and the

justification wedges being put in the positionwhere they
simply amount to a continuation of the “ édge

”

of the
shelf—or, as it is called, the position of no justification—
then the difference between the size of the type cast
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when either wedge is in position can be made to equal
any given atmoun’

‘The vertical face of the normal wedge is wide enough
to engage either transfer we

When a letter is being cast, the lower transfer w: edge
is in against the stop and the upper one out of action, so

we have fixed edge of shelf, lower transfer wedge against
edge of shelf, normal wedge against transfer wedge,
abutment block against normal wedge, and mould blade

against abutment block.

When a space is being cast, the upper transfer wedge
is in against the stop, and the lower one out of action, so

we have fixed side of| pin block,inside justification wi edge

In actual operation thejustificationwedges are

brought into a certain position at the commencement

of a line, and whenever a space is to be ee in that line,
the normal wedge is brought to the position corre-

sponding to a six-unit body (in fact, the normal wedge is

always brought to this position for a space in all lines),
and the ee transfer wedge is brought into position;
so it can be seen that as the justification wedges remain

in the same position throughout the line, the normal

wedge and the

peasoral wedge both come to a

fixed position eachti
; therefore all the spaces in

that line will be of iessamethickness setwise. F ‘urther,
it will be noticed that the only conditions which alter in

asting spaces on different lines are the positions of

ne two justification wedges.



ADJUSTMENT OF MACHINE.

Doocoooe

DRIVING.

The machine is driven by a pulley keyed to the front
cam shaft, and the speed should be varied, by means

being suitable for large type and fancy border casting,and the latter for small type. The belt travels through
a shifter eye, for the purpose of bringing it, when
required, on to a “loose” pulley running by the side

fa:
i

and lead the belt as the latter approaches the pulley,and care should be taken that the belt joint or fastener
does not hit the shifter eye, as in that event the shifter
is likely to be broken. “The belt should be rh” wide,and kept fairly tight in running, otherwise the machine
will run irregularly.

BELT SHIFTER OR STARTING GEAR.
The belt-shifter eye is adjusted on an extension arm

by means of a set screw, and the extension arm is in
turn fixed to a ring casting by means of a clampingpiece and screw bolt. ‘This arm can be adjusted to
any position around the ring casting, to suit the angleof the driving belt. ‘The ring casting carries a stud

1unicating with the starting handle. he former
as a coil spring around it, which has a constant

tendency to pull the belt-shifter eye over the loose

has a
shoulder to prevent it travelling too far when startingthe machine by hand. ‘The end of this distance rod is
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slotted to receive the end of the starting lever, which
is in one piece with the starting handle. ‘he starting
handle is attached to the galley mechanism bracket by

Fic 1.

e dri

compressingthe beltshiftiepring(62). The

operatitne
Jever is heldin this position by the

latch (335). orpaal th apeceeenenie

springPeete bat on to the loose pulley
¢ machine stop

clamping screw which fixes

stopping gear. (This
latter will be dealt with
in the description of the

galley mechanism.) Fig.
r is a plan view of
starting gear.

Adjustment.—When

Then put starting lever
in gear, and set belt-
shifter eye (4E) so that
belt runs in centre o

Stenng the eae
°

this mechanism is likely
to be due to the pro-Eee arm end (28)
getting out of align-
ment with the inter-
mediate distance rod

(
ring casting to spring

rod, or the screw at. bottom of projecting arm, becoming
loose.
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CAMS.

machine possesses two sets of main driving

cams,Sich actuate levers to impart the desired effect
the various mechanical principles employed. ‘The

cams are eight in number per set, and each set is keyed
to a shaft carrying on its end a toothed wheel, and the
whole are supported by a bracket screwed to the machine
base. The action of the cams is positive, because where
one cam is convex the counter is concave, and vice

the end of back cam shaft has a tooth marked
“

:
ae

while the counter wheel carries a tooth marked
“1.”

ao pcnacuatsgear wheel is correspondingly ne
and

‘

At a certainpart of the machine’sera nefigures “o—o” and “1—1” will meet
at the same time. ‘The gear re attached to the front
cam shaft is marked around its circumfetence with the

adjustments are correctly timed from this degree scale.
he cam-shaft bearings should be periodically

oe through the small oil cups in the cam bracket
just above the bearings, as oil cannot reach them from

or no attention beyond being kept clean, but the
machine may at times become stopped through a nut or

screw or other article being dropped among the levers.
In such a case it may be necessary to detach the cams,
but this is an operation that should only be undertaken
by a person well acquainted with the machine. With
care, however, it may be tackled by any intelligentattendant. Usuallyit is only necessary to lower the set
of cams nearest the cause of obstruction, and is done by
removing the cam-shaft bearing brackets underneath the
ends of the cam shafts. As the machine may have be-
come wedged in such a‘positionthat it may be necessary
to turn it forward to find the correct gearing when re-

placing the cams, care must be taken that the lever
have not been removed. ‘This may be doneby pressing
the levers to the cams by hand, turning ae Teas inch
by inch by the hand newheel,which is attached to

theintermediategear wheel, till the figures ““o” and
“I” on the intermediate gear wheel are in alevel:ime

at the bottom. Having got the figures “o—o” and
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’

to agree, it only remains to screw up the bearer

bracketstightly,as the gearing is then bound to be

ect.

waaperformingthe above, care should be bestowed

upon the type-pusher lever and the type-carrier lever,
to see that the runners follow the undetached cams, but

au aes concerning these may be avoided if the type-
usher 1 e removed. Should any difficulty be ex-

perieiceartin getting the teeth to correctly mesh, it may

be necessary to slacken the bearer brackets of the

opposite cam shaft so as to give more ‘‘shake”’ to the

intermediate gear wheel.

‘The bearing screws should be occasionally tested to

see that they have not become loose.

Sometimes the machine becomes fixed in one position
through the carrier becoming wedged. To decide this

point it is only necessary to remove the pin terrorthe type carrier to the type-carrier lever, and then try
the machine by hand, keeping watch upon the type
pusher, and removing it if possible. If the machine

has become free it will be necessary only to remove the

type carrier. This will be explainedlater.

In the event of the machine becoming wedged, no

undue force should be exerted by hand to get it “round,
the greatest pressure permissible being ee

about as

much as is exerted when overcoming the action of the

sis and in no case should any sudden jerk be at-
.

tempted. On no account should the cams be interfered

ae unless it is positively known they are obstructed

by some outside

pee
and all efforts have failed to

pick out such obstruct:

On present Benes the locking bars are backed

by means of a separate single cam, placedon the front

cam shaft between the die-centring cam and tong-worker
cam, and the lever roller is kept to the face of this cam

by the action.of the spring on the rod in connection

with the lever. See that this roller revolves as the cam

goes round ; if not, a flat
nen

wear on it and upset the

locking bar ‘releasingadjustme
For ease of reference the cams are lettered A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, starting from hand wheel. The ttype-
carrier cams are A, pump-action cams B, transfer-wedge

ams C, bridge cams D, tong cams E, paper-tower cams

rEmould-blade cams G type-pusher cams H, and the

singlecam on front shaft for backing locking

‘The cams on the front cam shaft (driving) have tthe
letters A, B, C, &c., cast on them inside a circle, while

the rear cams (driven)have the letters A, B, C, &c., cast
inside a square indentation and so are easilyidentified.
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CAM LEVERS.

The first three cam levers, A, B, and C, are fulerumed
on a shaft carried in the cam bracket casting on the

right-hand side; the fourth and fifth, D and E, are ful-
crumed in an extension bracket screwed to the machine

ase ; the sixth, seventh, and eighth, F, G, and H, ona

shaft on left-hand side of cam-bracket casting ; and the
“TI” cam lever rocks on a pin in a boss left on the cover

of the back set of cams.

The levers carry friction rollers on the cam ends, an

require no attention beyond being kept clean, and
lubricated on the runner pivots; for this, holes are

provided on each side of the forks which carry the
runners. No attempt should be made to detach the
runners from the levers, owing to their special form of
construction, but it should be seen that they are always
revolving freely.

ne levers should scarcely ever require removing,
but sometimes the type-carrier lever becomes broken
through neglecting, after having removed the carrier, to

replace the spring abutment steel piece, attached to the
type-carrier top spring rod, into the slotted projection
provided for it. (This will be referred to in describingthe type carrier.) his breakage would not occur if the
precaution were taken of gently turning the machine by
hand after having replaced a type carrier. In the event
of breakage, to remove the type-carrier lever, first take
off the cover over cam gear wheels, then the hand wheel
bearer cap; remove hand wheel, take off tight hand
bearer cap of lever fulcrum shaft, and then drive shaft
from left to right. ‘The bottom end of lever E should
be forward, to expose the end of shaft while driving,and for this purpose first turn machine, say, to 120

degrees. In replacing, while putting on hand wheel, see

that the figure “0” on worm comes between the figures“o” on the bronze worm wheel of galley-action vertical
shaft. It is also necessary to get the figures “o” an

“1” on the cam gear wheels to correspond with “0”
and “xr” on the intermediate gear wheel as explained
in the description of the cams. To get the teeth to
mesh easily it may be necessary to partly lower one se

of cams (back for preference) by loosening the cam shaft
eater screws. B and C cams are also removed by

above methods.
© remove either of the F, G, H cam levers, take off

split pin and washer on right-hand end of corresponding
shaft, also the screw on top of bearer between F and G
cain, then draw shaft to left.
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To remove the tong spring-box cam lever (E), move

the fulcrum pin to the right, past the transfer wedge
tod link motion, and withdraw. Do not attempt to

turn the machine with the fulcrum pin in this position,
but, having removed the lever, replace the fulcrum pin.

‘o remove the cam lever (I) operating the locking-
bar bell cranks, remove the cam lever unhook the

lever I from the rod 33%, and then disconnect the

fulcrum bolt (354, Fig. 33).

TYPE CARRIER.

‘The type carrier (Fig. 2) is worked by the A cam

lever, and its object is to carry the type from the mould

to the type channel, prior to being taken to the galley.

cam lever and connections for moving type carrier. Note that

eeSong(2119) absorbs
the movement of the

cam
lever to the right in case

jams and prevents the carrier from movin:

It is adjusted to the cam lever by a connecting rod

with a right and left-hand thread, and the other end

connects by a link to the mould cross block. At

one end (near the mould cross block) it is tunnelled
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spring now being pulled back (to allow free passage
to the pusher) by a short rocking lever (2083) coming
into contact with the angle guide piece on the unit

in block. On completion of the casting operation,

type, the cam lever forces the type carrier forward till
the tunnel is presented to the type in front of the mould
blade, the type supporting spring in the meantime
having been released, by its operating lever or catch
having come away from the angle guide piece on the

Fic. 3.

Rear view of type carrier with type clamp shoe removed, showing carrier at
tight end of its stroke with the type clamp (26x) withdrawn to the left, so that
the mould blade can place the type in the carrier. Note that, at this end of the
stroke of the carrier, the support spring (313) is in position to prevent the typefrom falling forward.

unit pin block, and being now in a position to prevent
the type turning as it is rapidly ejected into the tunnel.
In goingforward the sliding clamp (268) is held back by

20BI BIBI TYPE

2 Poin
JX

ULEAD 4
3SIBE

Fic. 4.

Horizontal section through the carrier at right end of its stroke just as the
mould blade is moving forward and pushing the type into the carrier. As the
cartier moves to the right the lug on the type clamp (268) strikes the trip (282),
causing the clamp to open to receive the type, which is prevented from fallingforward by the support spring (312).
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angle guide piece on the pin block, taking the sup-
porting spring away to form a clear passage for the type
Busheethrough Ge tunnel to the type channel.

The carrier connecting rod carries a coil spring to act

s a buffer on the forward stroke, and a projecting rod
eet, carries a buffer spring for the end of the

back stroke. At the extreme end of the
pore

of the

catrier, where it connects to the mould, is a flat brass

plate acting as a shield to protect the type from any

possible particles of metal which might otherwise acci-
d sto}

wuld the machine be casting bad or hollow typeeen inattention either to the temperature of the
metal or the quantity allowed to pass under the piston,
the type-carrier tunnel is liable to become choked with
broken pieces of metal, rendering the type supporting
spring open to breakage. Otherwise the type carrier

should require no attention beyond cleaning, excepting,
perhaps, the occasional renewal of a buffer spring.

,2OBI
.

26B2 26B.

EEE ome

Rear view of type carrier with typeclamp
shoe removed, enamine carrier at

left end of its stroke with the type Support spring (318) with
drawn,gothat the

type pusher can pass thtough fhe carrier and shove the type “thecarrier
into the type channel, where it is supported by the latches, ,

To remove ty pe cartier, take off mould cross block,
disconnect fork end of adjusting tod from cam lever,
remove the two angle guide pieces holding the carrier

to pin block, and carefullylift out.

acing, be careful to get the projection (28B) on

slidingclamp to the left of the trip plate found on end of

in block near mould, and in screwing up angle guide
pieces make sure e they are not wedging the carrier. To

test the latter, before putting on cross block of mould

screwing up the longer angle piece, the short screw

should go at the end near the connecting rod. Great
care should be taken to observe that the top spring eement steel piece, through which the connecting r
passes, is droppedinto the slot provided for it, otherwise

3B
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the full traverse of the type carrier will be prevented,
and the cam lever broken. To guard against this, a

habit should be cultivated of gently turning the machine

by hand after having had the carrier apart—in fact,
alwaysafter having dissected any part of the machine.

In connecting up the carrier to the carrier lever

ohyeye
insert the connecting bolt so that the head points

to the left, and the hole for the split pin is on the right.
The objectof this is, should the carrier become wedged
in a forward position, the bolt may easily be removed,

wi would not be the case if the head of bolt was on

he right, as in that event the die-centring lever bracket

would be in the way.

Adjustments: sLIDING cLamp (26B).—Seethat this

slides am and that the end face is not above the face

of the carrier, and thereby putting a
on mould

wall face. Also see that the projection is not bent,
and that the cover plate screws are ae loose.

If this slide does not work freely type-turning will

be the result, probably resulting in choking the carrier

tunnel or type channel, Be possibly breaking or bend-

ing the type-channel s
TYPE CLAMP Pere OR TRIP PLATE (28B).—See

that this is not loose. A hole is provided in end of pin
block behind mould for fixing this. Pass a screwdriver

through, and test it occasionally. If the abutment

plate be taken off, be sure when replacing that the

grooved side is the same side as screw head.

‘TYPE SUPPORTING SPRING (3IB).—The end passes
along a groove in the sliding clamp, and the sides should
not touch the latter. When fullyforward, the end of

supporting spring must not touch the inside tunnel wall

of type carrier, otherwise type will turn, as the spring
will be ineffective. The spring must not be too strong,
nor should it be too weak, as both are at times con-

ducive to type turning. A note should be taken of

the tension as it leaves the works. It should be seen

that no burrs
oe

on the short operating lever or catch

(20B3, Fig.4), a hatit works quite freely.
RAVERSE oe CARRIER.—Turn machine to casting

position. In this Scan the end wall of carrier tunnel

should be in exact line with the face of fixed type-channel
block. As a guide to this, a line is generally left on the

side of the type carrier, and oneon top of the short angle
guidepiece. ‘These two lines should correspond at cast-

ing period, which is also the time the pusher operates. On

the forward position, the time during which the type is

ejected into the carrier from the mould, the inside tunnel

wall of carrier should be 1 31-64” from end face of unit
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pin block. By this setting, the largest type (12 point)
may be ejected without fouling the type carrier, and all

smaller type will
oe

suit, It will be noticed that

the line marked on the type carrier will have travelled

forward 2 5-32”, ee should be the stroke allotted to

the cam lever. It is best, therefore, to first ascertain if the

lever is giving this stroke,Bymeasuring the difference

in the position of the line on the type carrier during
casting and mould-blade Beccueperiod. If the stroke
is not correct, raise or lower the extension post (72E4,
Fig. 2) on top of cam lever, till the right length of stroke

is obtained, and lock up tight. Having got the correct

length of stroke,it only remains to set the tunnel wall

of carrier in a line with wall of fixed type-channel block,
as previously explained, and the setting will be correct,
tunnel wall during the forward position. This Jatter

setting is obtained by lengthening or shortening the

oars
rod (21B) a carrier. The main point is first

the correct stroke from cam lever before setting
tiecarrier.

ANGLE GUIDE PIECES.—See that these and their

seatings are clean before screwing down. The screws

yeascone
be down tightly, but the type carrier must

sli

WARDBUFFER ABUTMENT PIECE (21BI0, Fig. 2).

—Doei forget to place this in its
oevee starting

machine, or the cam lever will be broke

PUMP ACTION.

Fic. 6.

Pump ca

octet aim (aan)econnectitie108%(aon)and (bell crane csH) for moving pis
lever operating rod crosshead. Note that, for the sake of clearness, the a
latch for connecting the operating lever and rocker arm is omitted from this view.
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e pump action initial motion is imparted to thea en Fig. 6) by the B driving cam. A rod (68E

connects the cam lever to another lever (34m) in machine

ase, Which is fixed by a clamping screw to aft

running the whole width of machine base. Loose upon

Fic. 7.

§ pump operating mechanism after the pump-body spring rod
[stopmutstes naveeuie their abutment, checking any fares upward movement of

the pump-body crosshead (312). The
faae rise of the piston crosshead

(xo1f3) forces the piston down
into the ody, ejeicers the metal from fe

nozzle
into the mould which, by this time,pote lifted into contact with the

wer left corner of this cutis shown a side view of the bell

cranik(zrwhiehoperates the piston-lever ee tod through its crosshead (1911).

the same shaft is the pump rocker arm, having two
lever projections, one near lever 34H, and the other
towards the other side of machine ieeemarked 33H.
‘This latter lever is connected by a rod to a bell-crank
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lever (21H) in the pump-bracket casting. One end of
this crank lever is forked to engage a lifting crosshead

eae1, Fig. 7) attached to a vertical rod (x98)in pump

bracket,the reciprocation of which rod works the

Fic. 8

Pump latch (33H1) ene
ne the opera tie)

lever (34H), making this lever au
the rocker arm (33H) practically one piece. Pumip-trip tube collar (49pz) i
shown forward in position to be struck by thelatch, ag df moves to the sight,and
to disconnect it from the operating lever (34H).

pumping mechanism on the pot. ‘This rod (19H) must

only reciprocate when casting is required, and for that

reason the pump rocker arm is loose onits shaft. The

operating lever (34H) has a square end, and the loose

Fic. 9.

Pump latch (3311) lifted out of contact with the operating lever (34m)by the

pump-trip collar (49Dr) being interposed behind it. When the latch is in tsposition the operating lever oscillates without producing anymovement of t

Tocker arm (33H), consequently there is no motion of the pumy
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sleeve lever near it carries a loose latch or hook for the

engaged, as in Fig. 9, the lever (34H) will reciprocate
without carrying with it the arm on 33H, and the pump
mechanism will be at rest. ‘To disconnect this latch

(3381), such as at the end of a line while the justification
wedges are being arranged, or when the pump is dis-

Fic. ga.

view of pump-trip collar (49p1). tise of the justification-wedge

leverSees)moves

thecollar
behind fhepump atch and locksthe pump;out while

the wedge is being s Fs

connected by hand, a sliding rod, carrying a collar,is
provided, and so arranged that when the rod is in its
normal position the collar clears the side of the latch

(33H1), but when the rod is drawn to the right (looking
from back of machine) the collar is placed in the track

of the latch, and disengages it from the operating lever

34H). A spring automatically returns the sliding rod,
carrying the collar, as soon as metal is required. (‘The
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control of this collar will-be dealt with when the galley
action mechanism is explained.

The metal pot (Fig. 10) is attached to a swing
bracket, which is made to screw up and down, so that

the pot may be taken back, away from its working

position. Inside the pot is the pump body, sometimes

called the well arm, one end of which carries a piston
which forces the metal, let in through a port at the

bottom of pump body, up a channel to the nozzle at

the other end. ‘These parts may be seen in section in

.

Fic. 10.

Section through the melting-pot casing and melting pot, showing the pump

pody (23), the piston-end lifting lever (25) and the nozzle-end lifting lever (261),

the operating rod (281) which moves these levers and the operating-rod lever (291)

‘The upper end of this lever is released before the injection of metal occurs, so that

the lifting spring can raise the pump body and seat the nozzle in the mould.

Fig. 11. By the action of the pumping mechanism the

pump body rises, so that the nozzle may meet the mould

bell and form a metal-tight joint whilst casting is taking

place, and then recedes so as not to overheat the mould

or chill the nozzle.
The action of the pump mechanism is as follows:

As the bell-crank lever (21H) in the pump-bracket
casting rises, taking with it the vertical rod (19H, Fig. 7),
the crosshead (rgHI) at the same time compresses a

c
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spring encircling another vertical rod (31H), causing the
latter to rise, by the spring pushing against a sleeve
shoulder at the top end. A separate crosshead. (19H3
and 31H2) is attached to the extreme tops of these two

rods. A pair of linked levers (x8 and 24H) is connected
to these two crossheads, the latter lever terminating into

VD

mi]

|

Fic. 11.

Section through pump body, showing the piston at the top of its stroke,
against its stop (2312).

a guide on the pump body, and the former into a guide
on the piston (shown plainly in Fig. 12). At a given

pump body will have risen, allowing the nozzle to fit
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ic

upward motion, with the result that the piston lever

(18) is rocked by the spring (20H) pulling one end up-

wards, causing the piston to make an attempt to descend.

But as the piston lever (18H) is connected on its fulcrum

by a link (32H) to the pump-body lever (24H), the upward
motion of the spring rod (20nn), lifting the end of piston

Fic. 12.

Section showing pump-lever connecting link plunger (323) provided to

facilitate the adjustment of the crosshead stop (318). When the piston cross-

hhead (19113) comes in contact with its stop (318) the upward movement of the

piston must just be checked by striking its stop (23H2). By having the fulcrum

Bf the piston lever rest upon a spring a much less accurate eerieeeienworttiete ton
is required.

lever (18H), has a tendency also to lift pump-body lever

24n). At the other end, the piston, in descending, is

thus opposed by the pump body trying to rise ; in short,
the two ate working against each other. Were it not

for this action existing, the nozzle on pump body would

be forced away from the mould bell in the event of a

tight piston becoming stuck in the pump body, as the

a2)



Fic. 13.

n being lifted to the top of its stroke by the descent of the left end of

pistones er (18H), coupled to eye (20H2). Just puterthe Hepare
of the pistonis che cedby striking its stop, the piston fever comes in ¢with the ba

endofth peratingTod
lever (20H). This raises its forked edto the

operating g the spring tension from the peeviftingSeta
20allowingfe aesnie‘failand withdraw the nozzle from the m
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nozzle-lifting spring (27H, Fig. 10) would not be strong
enough to withstand the downward friction of piston.
To continue, as soon as the mould has received the full

quantity of metal to form the letter body, and the rod

(19H) not having finished its stroke, the surplus motion
is absorbed by the compression of the spring (20H).

The pump body rises in a perfectly vertical direction
through being balanced at each end upon separatelevers (25H and 26u, Fig. 10), these levers being operated
by a short spring (27H), and the spring itself operated by
a further lever (29H, Fig. x0) resting under the piston
lever (18H, Fig. 13). As the latter rises, the lever (298)is released, and the spring (27H) takes the pump body up
till the nozzle reaches the mould bell. As the piston
cross lever (18H) descends, it depresses the nozzle-

operating lever (29H), causing the pump body to lower.
Adjustments.—A buffer is provided on the rocker

lever (33H, Fig. 9), and when the latch is engaged on

the lever (34H), this buffer should be compressed 1-32”
at the end of the forward stroke of cam lever. This
is obtained by adjusting the connecting rod (688) till
the correct compression is arrived at.

The connecting rod (22H, Fig. 6) between the rock
lever (33H) and crank lever (2TH) should be so adjusted
that the distance between the eye-bolt centres is 103”.
When connected, see that the crank lever (21H) clears

pump-bracket casting at the extreme ends of its stroke.
SETTING THE PuMP.—Screw up pot ready for casting

spring rod (31H1, Fig. Now adjust the crosshead
stop stud (3188) so that the fulcrum pin (3211, Fig. 12)
is central with the hole in piston lever, the hole being
1-32” larger than the pin. ‘The piston top, in coming
up, will now be checked by coming in contact with the

pump-body stop (23H2, Fig. 11). In this position, the

pin (32H1) should be free, if tried by the fingers. Having
screwed up lock nut on stud (318), bring up nuts on

bottom of rod (31u7) till the top one just touches pump-
bracket casting, and lock up. Fig. 12 shows plunger
(3243) on fulcrum pin, which assists to keep piston to

top of well, making port at bottom of well arm (Fig. 11)
come opposite bottom groove of piston.

With the machine still at 220°, set the nozzle-

operating lever (29H, Fig. 10) 31-10” from piston
lever (18H). “This setting varies slightly, as for hard
metal the nozzle should be brought away earlier by
reducing this distance.
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The valve (23H6, Fig. 11) should be clean on its

seating face, and have a needle hole in its centre. ‘I'he
valve is to checkthe return of metal from the well-arm,

channel, but if too much metal remains in the nozzle

stop - casting is

likely to be the

result ; TG

a
small hole

in the well - arm

channel.

To regulate

neath piston.

a better ate
ting off all metal

View of pump opera-

tingpee efepump-bodyPoa BRE)
8striketheiree

esteleversareningnuovetogether by of
the Pistonie ea

ting Rae(19H),

throughtheungodyspring (31H),

uump-bodyGaaeal
(31H2) with the piston

crosshead(9 3).
This

moves the body

x
and the eto levers

Fic. 14. together as described.



and gradually opening a
the quad bottoms are solid,

as the type carrier is likely to become choke

ee
i

prec types when the poe is insufficiently
etal required to pass the port varies tecartng

to raefouiitt cast.

Should the nozzle splash under the mould bell it can

be tested by the squaring post provided. To test, first

bring nozzle up to mould, and then measure the distance
the lifting lever (26H)has risen from the bracket casting,
just above the spring (27m). Now take

of
mould and

non
and plunger. Screw up metal pot, and insert

u post in nozzle hole. Regulate end of lifting
co (26)till it measures the same as when nozzle was

on. is can be done by packing it up with a few

quads or pieces of type, the object being to have the

pump body raised to the same height as occurs when

the mould is on. Now get a square and see that the

squaring post is square with the machine

bieoccupied
by the mould. If not, regulate by the nw 4).

Keep the nozzle and metal channel in‘sunsbody
clean. Be careful not to burr top of nozzle. See that

inlet holes in bottom groove of piston are clear, and that

no metal exists in well-arm guide for top of piston,
otherwise piston may stick up and not come high enough
to present the inlet holes to the port. Keep all parts
well oiled, specially

crosshead stop (3IH8), bottom of

spring rod (zonr), and plunger on lever (33H, Fig.9).
The pump-lever bearings in machine base Houltnot

TEMPERATURE OF METAL AND MOULD.

These temperatures are variable, and no exact tule

n be given that will answer in all cases; they alter

tn different sizes of t and with the speedof the

machine. ‘This most partialanyapplies to the mould,
for the larger the type cast, or the greater the rate at
which the machine is running, the more metal will be

assed through it in a given time, and a greater flow of

water will be necessary to keep it ‘at the proper tempera-
ture. The mould should be kept at a heat consistent

me good working—that is to say, it must not be so hot

s to catise the mould blade to hang up or the cross

Deckbind. On the other hand, the besmust be
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sufficiently cooled before passing from the mould into
the type carrier that they do not burst or swell during
the transit from the mould to the type channel. Keeping
in mind that the temperature of the mould is to a very

limits to the temperature of the metal in the pot—the
lower limit at which the machine will not cast and the

higher limit at which the machine is prone to splashing,
and the type likely to blister and burst—and between
these limits the correct temperature lies. ‘The proper

ae
is judged from

ae appearance and quality
of the type produced ; if the type has a frosted appear-
ance, and the corners are ee well defined, the tempera-
ture is too low; if, on the other hand, the type is very

IBHS brightbut shows signs

‘ of blistering, it is too
y ) high. The point to be

(ip aimed at is where the

lid not b

Having obtained
goodtype in

respects, ete ation

FIG. 15. the outline showing
Detail of bearings on endofthe piston ana Up Clear and distinct.

eSTLiaiyore aanat iepimg If defective, the fault

et likely lies in
of ne

olscauses: the temperature of the.eee or mould t
low, the metal dirty, the nozzle not clear, or a ticcy
piston. Examine the latter point first, and then raise
the temperature of the metal and regulate that of
the mould accordingly. By strengthening the take-

up spring (20H) the face of the type is often improved,
but care should be taken in this connection that too
much strain is not put on, which results in an undue
load being put upon the machineat one particular point
of its revolution, affecting its balance, and makingit work in a jerky manner, besides causing excessive
wear on the pump connections. It may be put down
as an axiom that it should be worked with the least

compression consistent with good results. In this, as in

.
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all other cases, the main factor in obtaining good results

is the temperature, and it depends above all thingsupon

the intelligence and care of the operator, and, all other

things being equal, on it will depend his success or

failure ; particular attention should be paid to it, and

when once the-point has been arrived at which gives the

best results, it should be noted and maintained through-
out the run. As explained before, many causes tend to

alter the proper ee but, as a general rule, it

may be taken that the best tesultsare obtained with a

temperature varying from 660° x pica, to 700° for

nonpareil. This
ae

is the aaehntiietemperature
and

es
ot be exceeded.

CARE OF Ba oa —The thermometer is a very

especially upon any solid body, or the mercury may

ecome divided, rendering correct reading impossible.

allowed to happen. Do not plunge a cold thermometer

bodily into the molten metal, but heat it gently by

first aipaiteonly the point.

TRANSFER WEDGES.

The whole mystery of the justification of the lines of

type, to make
oe any given length, is wrapped up in

the transfer wedge ‘he various thicknesses of the

letters depends aon“the distance to which the mould

Fic. 16.

Section, through
the abutment slide (r4c) when a character is beingcast,

showing the position of the wedges when the lower or type transfer wedge (62D)

is in casting position. The mould blade is pulled back against the abutment

screw (r4Cr), drawing the abutment back, so thatfhe
anvil (1403)bears against

the proper portion of the normal wedge to makethebody size of the character

required.ols, however,
a space were to be cast, the Towerwedge would be out,

and the ‘pace transfer wedge (52D) in.” ‘The normal wedgewould then

a againstthe justifyingwedges (ro)and rrp), whichare backed up by the

iaBindi instead of the abutment (176).
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blade is pulled back, and

ce aces
is governed by

the position of the normal we The various thick-

nesses of the spaces Feel ion two justification
wedges. Hence, when letters are being cast, the in-

fluence of the justification wedges must not exist ; but

ne

position is when the normal wedge is in the 6-unit place.
The transference of these two conditions is by means of

the transfer wedges, which are two in number, placed
the other, each being only half the depth of the

normal wedge. ‘The bottom one is brought into opera-

Fic. 17.

Mould blade, mould-blade abutment slide (140), aonmalwedge (2rp), with the

type-transfer wedge (62D) in casting position ; that is, bearing against its abut-
Dant on the C purblock and its movement to the leftstopped by the micrometer

wedge(zon). ‘The space transfer, or upper, wedge is shown to the zight out of

position.

tion each time a

eee
is required, and the top one rests

idly forward. The mould blade is brought back to an

abutment piece in frontof the normal wedge, and this is

pressed to that part of the normal wedge decided upon

by the unit pin blown up. ‘The normal wedge is in turn

pressedagainst the bottom transfer wedge, and this

wedgeagainst an abutment on the “position” pitblock.

This is shown in end section on Fig. 16, and in plan in

Fig. 17, where it will be seen that the top transfer wedgea justification wedges are loose. When a space is
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wanted the bottom transfer rod goes forward, and the

top one recedes, and the mould blade now gets pulled

always in the 6-unit position, but the two justification
wedges vary in their position according to the thickness

of space required. ‘The top transfer wedge is so adjusted

that, with the justification wedges in their extreme for- |

ward position (I-1 on keyboard) the 4-unit body will be |

exactly .or85” less than the 6-unit body obtained when

MOULD BLADE |

Fic. 18.

Mould blade, mould-blade abutment slide (r4¢), normal wedge with the space

transfer wedge (52D) in casting position ; that is, beating against the justification

wedges, which ate held in position by their centring tooth (r2p), and which abut

against the C pin block. ‘The movement of the space wedge to the left is stopped
icrometer wedge (20p), the same as with the type transfer wedge. “The

we
ition.by the micro:

type transfer wedge (62D) is shown to the right out of position

the bottom transfer wedge is in operation, being exactly

two units of 12-set type. As this overlap of .0185”

to the fount in use. (This is explained in another

booklet). Fig. 19 shows the top transfer wedge in

operation, and by comparing this drawing with Fig. 20,

it will be seen how the top transfer wedge prevents the



mould blade recedingso far as when the bottom one is
in use by .0185”

The feel or wedge rods are worked by cam C.
Connected to the cam lever, which is provided with an

adjustable post for the purpose of varying the throw if

Section through mould-blade abutment slide and wedges” when the mould
blade is

pulled
back to cast the smallest

justifyingspace.“Note: ‘The normalwedge is still in the
six-unitposiom

as in Fig. 20. Distance from end of blade
to abutment is now Aplus Reena “Or8s"largerthan the space cast

withtheRohepredge
in the same position and with thjustifying wedges set f ustifi

desired, is a very Seige link motion, the object of
which is to pull at the two transfer rods, and to withdraw
the one which does not happen to be locked in a forward

> .0075
IoD

0075
11D

Fic. 20.

through mould-blade abutment slide and wedges when the mould blade

ispulledback to cast a six-unit character with the

typetransferwedge(620) in.
Let the distance from the end of the blade to the ;

position. As the cam

ie
backs out, eee is put

upon the centre link (59p4,Figs. 21 and 22 ich in

turn causes the bottom eae tod (63D) to come back
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the long front link (59D9), with a spring box at the

bottom (60p), acting as a buttress. This action repeats
itself all the while letters are wanted, but when spaces

are required, the bottom transfer rod becomes locked,
and the action of the link alters. As the cam lever puts

ssure upon the centre link (59D4), the top end. of

outside link (5913) being fixed by the bottom transfer

rod being locked, the bottom end moves outward,

pulling with it the front link (59D9), which in turn pulls
the top transfer rod back, the spring box (60p) still

acting as a buttress at the opposite end. Figs. 21 and

22 show the two actions with the respective transfer

tods fully withdrawn.
;

(3D |
cap

FIG. 21.

Position of the transfer tongs when the type-transfer wedge (62D) is in casting

position, Since the space-transfer wedge (52D) is locked out by the shifter (53D)

engaging the notch in the upper, or space, transfer rod (53D), the space-wedge
lever (5909) of the tongs remains stationary, and all movement of the cam lever

js transferred through the tongs to the type-wedge lever (5913).

The cause of transference is as follows : The
“

space”
perforations in the paper consist of two holes—one for

blowing up the 6-unit pin on the unit-pin block, and the

other for blowing up the centre one of the three vertical

rods on the A pin block, whose headed tops reach the

side of the die-centring lever. As soon as this rod is

blown into the nick (as in Fig. 23) on the die-centring

lever, the lever rises, lifting it up. The bottom of this
rod is attached to a lever (56D) normally kept down by
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a spring. ‘Through a hole in this lever a plunger shifter
is passed (55D), having a slot through part of its length

ear the bottom. ‘Thetwo transfer rods pass throughate slot, and each rod has a nick, the top rod

hensthe
nick on its upper face and the bottom rod on its lower.

face, as seen in Figs. 21 and 22. Normally, when letters
are beingcast and the justification rod (57D4) is not

engaged in the die-centring lever, the top transfer rod
remains locked forward by the plunger shifter (55D)
entering the upper rod nick by means of the downward
action of the spring, thus leaving the bottom transfer

Hic. 22,

Position of transfer tongs when the space-transfer wedge (52D) is in casting
position. The shifter now

Wenae eae
notch in the lower, or type-transfer, rod

(63D), locking the type wedge (62D) out of position. The movement of the cam

lever is, therefore, transferred er the tongs to the upper, or space-wedge
operating, rod (53D).

rod free to slide in and out. But when the die- centring
lever lifts the

Leeroy, pod(57D4),such as it does
ratio

plunger (55D) is a eelcaenethe top transfer rod,
and locking the bottom one as it reaches the end of its
inward stroke.

The transfer wedges are attached loosely to the ends

b

vertical wedge, called the fine adjustment wedge. ‘This

fine adjustment wedge is regulated by a very fine screw,
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and as it is screwed down the transfer wedges are not

wedge being higher up. This wedge is only for very fine

adjustments, and by it adjustments to the type can

emade to the ten-thousandth part of an inch. Fig.
is an illustration of the fine adjustment or euaeree
wedge.

Fic. 23.

the space air pin raised when a space perforation is presented to the

paper tower. This

apes the
shifter lever-arm fod (5704) forward, so that itis

engaged
and tit entring-pin lever (16x), raising the shifter lever (56D)

>

and compressing thesaifterspring(35Dx).| When the lower, ortypetransfer,rodente(63p) moves so that its notch

peeatorcaselifts
the shifter into this notch, locking this fod

and,
at the same

rel he upper, or space-transfer, rod (53D).
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The top transfer wedge, against which spaces are

cast, carries an adjusting screw for the purpose of

4-unit and 6-unit body, this screw allowing the transfer

wedge to get nearer to or further from the fine adjust-
ment wedge to meet the necessities of the case. When

once correctly set, this screw should never be interfered
with.

Adjustments : THE SPRING BOX (60D, Figs. 21 and

22) is attached to machine base by a small bracket

and two screws, reached from inside the base through
the door. Adjust the nut and lock nut on the rod

(60D5, Fig. 25) from

spring box so that

the rod is not slack

far back. Couple up
link levers to

transfer-wedge rods,
taking care to insert

rawhide washer be-

tween end of rod and

front of link connect-

ing eye. Then set

the adjustable exten-

sion post (59DI,
Fig. 21) on top of

cam lever till 1-16”

compression on

spring in spring box

is obtained when cam

lever is at end of out-

ward throw. ‘There

Fic. 24. Make sure

__ Section through locking-pin stand (x52), show- nuts On spring-bo:
lag icrometewigsGop)andmctiod' rod are thoroughly

locked.

To adjust lift of lever-arm rod (57p4, Fig. 23), insert

head into nick on centring-pin lever, and turn machi

till centring-pin lever has risen to top. Then measure

top of shifter (55D) from top of casting through which

it passes. Turn machine further round till bottom

transfer rod has reached end of inward stroke, when the
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top of shifter (55D) should rise about 4” higher than

previous measurement. If such should not be the case,

adjust by the nuts on top of lever-arm rod (57D4). In

ordinary working, when lever-arm rod (57D4) is inserted

in die-centring lever, the shifter (55D) will jump upwards
with a sharp click as the bottom transfer-wedge rod

reaches end of inward traverse, and the top rod will

then be quite free to slide back. If the nuts (57DI) on

the lever-arm rod be set too low down, the retaining
plate will strike the bottom nut each time the centring
lever rises, causing unnecessary wear.

TO OBTAIN CORRECT FOUR-UNIT SPACE.—To set top
transfer wedge so that correct 4-unit space is obtained,

bring justification wedges to extreme forward position
(by blowing through justification perforations marked

t-r on keyboard), and then insert piece of paper with

normal space perforations. The type body now pro-

duced should be exactly .0185” less than when 6-unit

a ee WILLA
AAR AMARA y
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Fic. 25.

should be removed from the type channel by means of

releasing the galley trip lever (45¥, Fig. 61), and not by
inserting the wedge lifting rods (15D3, Fig. 52) in the

notch on die-centring lever.

REMOVE TRANSFER WEDGE RODS.—To remove top
transfer wedge rod only, insert the rod (57D4, Fig. 23)
into die-centring lever, and bring lever to the °

its stroke. Remove nuts at the end of rod, and with-

draw from metal-pot side of machine, being careful

not to let transfer wedge fall to the floor. o remove

bottom rod it is not required to insert the rod (57D4)
into die-centring lever.

NSERTING TRANSFER Rops.—After having had the

transfer rods out, to get them back first insert the

D
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bottom rod (throughslot
i

in shifter, 55D) and screw it up
to the operating link. Then insert lever-arm rod (57D4)
into die-centring lever and turn machine till C cam lever

has reached end of inward stroke, when the shifter (55D)
will have engaged in nick in bottom transfer rod. Now

pass top transfer rod through slot in shifter (55D), and

connect up at back. Before connecting up each rod at

back of machine hook the transfer wedge on. No mis-

take can be made in coupling these up,
as the long rod

goes at the bottom, the adjustable wedge at the top,
and the smooth sides of wedges slide together.

Occasionally examine the nuts at the end of the

transfer tods to see that they are not loose, or bad

justification may ensue.

DIE-CENTRING LEVER,

The die-centring lever is worked from the D c

Its uses are: to engage the three vertical (stiiation)rods when blown forward, and lift them ; to depressthe

normal wedge locking pin; to take the die case to and

from the mould, and to work the die-centring pin.
With the exception of the normal wedge locking pin.

the adjustment of these parts will be dealt with in their
respective places, when dealing with the mechanism

with which they are connected.

Adjustments : NORMAL WEDGE LOCKING PIN.—T

adjust the penal wedge locking pin, first see that it

ane freely in its bearings, but has not the slightest

(1435,vie 26) on top of locking-pin stardard.

works a couple of tightening cones. If the eeepin
is too tight, slack back the nut, and tap it lightly on

the top with a piece of wood or jead. Never leave the

nut eea
seatin:

get the correct lift on the locking pin, turn

Pe till die-centring lever is at its highest position.
Partly insert a normal wedge so that plain portion (not
teeth portion) comes under locking pin. Slack back

the nuts on top of locking pin till locking pin rests on

normal wedge. Turn nuts down till they just meet the

top of abutment piece (14B10, Fig. 26). Now give the

nuts exactly: one and a-half turns more, and this will

bring bottom of
Bore pin 1-16” from top of normal

wedge. Lock up nuts and remove (or properly insert)
normal wedge. The locking pin (148) is in two pieces,
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the top portion screwing into the bottom. It must be

seen that these are tightlyscrewed together, as they may

be worked apart if an attempt is made to unscrew the

roe?pacing
nut (14BI) without firstunscrewing its

loc t. In unscrewing this lock nut always have a

ee on the adjusting nut (14B1). ‘This remark

applies to all nuts with lock nuts.

In locking up the nuts on top of normal

eeelocking pin, it is a good plan to ree remove the guide

pin (1486) to avoid the danger of breaking it Sn

a

aes BLELELELELEE

i] PELLET

‘The normal wedge, after being positionedby the matrix jaws, is locked

accurately in place by its locking Note: In the above cut the normal

wedge is marked to show the postionthe mould blade occupies in casting the

different unit bodies.

Never turn the machine with the nuts on the normal

deavour to take the normal wedge to the position of the

locking rack

Seyws the action of locking pin on normal

wedge,Sareethe latter has been positioned by the matrix

aws, and also the various positions on the normal wedge
that mould blade occupies in casting different bodies.
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TONG MECHANISM.

The tong mechanism is worked from the E cam (see
Fig. 27). On each side of the machine are two sets of

tongs, having jaws at oneend. ‘The tongs cause the jaws
to travelalong the pin block to which they are connected.

Theeee
n block near the galley mechanism is called the BS
nit,” pin block, and the one near the metal pot is

cated,the C, or
“ position,”pin block. ‘The cam lever,

in its forward stroke, causes the upper (or pin) jaws to
meet together, the position on

see pin block at

wadthey meet being decided by the pin blown up. Shou!
more than one pin be blown oa treefaultype

Fic. 27.

Cams, cam lever and spring box for moving jaw-tongs bell crank.

or two keys on keyboard having been struck at once,
the first pin—the one nearest mould on either block—
will be the positionwhere the jaws will stop, as it isonlythe forward jaw which meets the pin, the hind jaw
riding over the pins. These pin jaws, in meeting to-

gether,draw a rack along (128, Fig. 28) by means of a

projection from the latter. ‘This projection will thus
be brought to the position of the pin blown up. As soon

as the rack is in position, it is locked by a

bssthe end of
which engages the teeth on the rack (seeFig.31). The
cam lever will now have completed its fee stroke,
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and, on returning, the pin tongs open out, and the lower
(or matrix) set of tongs come together, stopping in the

by the pin tongs. In coming together, these lower
tongs drag two die-case slides, one slide running in the
other and at right angles to each other (see Fig. 48). The
dies are contained in this slide, and the matrix jaws on

B block drag the die case so that some particular unit
row is presented to the mould, and the matrix jaws on

C block drag the die case so that some particular die in
that unit row shall be the letter presented to the mould
orifice for casting.

Fic. 28.

B pin jaws positioning stop rack, motion of right jaw stopped by air pin, left
jaw moving rack to right as tongs close.

Each set of jaws takes fifteen positions, to correspond
with the number of matrices in each row of the die case.The matrices have their centres one-fifth of an inc

release the racks. Another pin will now have blown up,
and the cycle of movements be repeated.
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B pin tongs closing, moving right-hand pin jaw to the left. This movement
of

this jaw will be stopped by its striking the air pin for the character requi

Fic. 283.

B matrix tongs after moving sliding frame, by means of its draw rod, to the

position determined by the stop Tack,which previouslyhas been set by the

pin
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e air is conducted by pipes inside the base of the

machine from the paper tower to the pins. No movable

pin is required for the zero (or end of pin block) positions,

=
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FIG. 29.

Spring box for jaw-tong bell cranks.

so there are four-

teen movable pins

upon their seat-

ings. Should they
not be, through

down to dirty seat-

ings or otherwise,
air

i

7

is likely

thus blowing up

blow up freely, and

drop quickly when

the air is released.

beBsluggishness
either direction.
‘The pin blocks are

fastened down to

nachine base

necessity of

emoving them

seldom arises, and

they should not

be unnecessarily
removed.
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Adjustments.—This book is dealing with the adjust-
ments of the later

cs
which vary from the older

ones mostly in connection with the tong mechanism.
In older machines all oe ie of tongs were driven

from one bell crank, but two bell cranks—one placed
over the other, and fulcrumed upon the same stud—

are now employed,be upper working the B tongs and

the lower the C t

The top of Geecam lever carries an

eae post
to vary the throw, the post having a ball head.

The spring box (Fig. 29) consistsotea framework

(ee carrying two tubes (26547), one placed over

the Thesetubes contain thesprings. The ball

ensienadjustingpost (26824, Fig. ea) on cam lever

is set into a sliding socket (2625), and adjusted by a

plug (2629) having a dished

at ¥p onreecen
with the

ball (26&24). When the balli e adjusted by this
screw, the screw should not afterwardsbe shifted Gating
other adjustments. Two rods (2640 and 26537),
running through the tubes (2647), connect the spring
box to the tong operating cranks—one to the top
crank and the other to the lower. - The lower rod runs

straight through to tong bell crank, but the top rod,
eing above the line of connection with ton: crank, is

connected first to crosshead (26£44) and thence by a

shorter rod (26£45) to the tong crank. The distance

between the tong bell crank connection and ball head
on cam lever can be regulated by a short sleeve (2627)
screwing into the spring-box frame. This sleeve is pro-
vided with a turning piece (26828)loosely keyed into it,
and provided with holes for a pin spanner. The stem of
the ball-adjusting plug (2629) passes through a clearance

hole in sleeve (26£27) and sleeve turning piece (26£28),
and a nut (2630) atte the latter draws the ball socket
(2625) to the rear end of sleeve (26£27). As the position
of the latter varies, so will the distance between the

head (on 2624) and the connection on tong crank vary.
‘0 remove spring box take off all tongs and also nu

and washer on top of tong bell crank stud. Slacken the

clamp nuts on the cam lever, and turn machine so that

paper-feed rodis at its highestthrow. ‘Then lift spring
box and tong cranks out bodily. To replace, have
machine in same position, start ball-head shank (26824)
first, and then work down Sen

ae
and simultaneously on

ball-‘headshank andtong bell-crank stud.

utting spring box on machine, adjust the

oe ball (howeon tong bell cranks
oe

and

2783),socket in spring-box frame, the latter by the

rareend of 26&29; then lock up the nut (26530).
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Next set the nuts (26%42 and 2638) behind spring box

lightly against the collars and lock them tightly together.
Set the ball stud (2624) so that the

aes portion is

central in the opening in

pe
-box frame. ‘This is

done by slackening the nut (26&30)and Sanne26528

to right or left as rene. and then locking up by nut

(26830).eesre carene
to move screw (2629).

+ placing spring box, see that square portion on

alt stud (2Gea is = set fie the rod running through
it is parallel with the hole, ae

that the bottom of the

square portion is }” above top of cam lever; if not,s

>

adjust by the screw (247) on cam lever, working

ix)

Ran
m

aie p
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Fic. 30.

Section throughsspring-box cap (26625)
and crosshead (26825), Shows adjust-ion stroke of upper andlowerbellcraiieMower spriteood(Gosr)ve bedie radjietasies ae

Sere maeeayes
epolatethe

lower crane Bich“operates
|

fc dons trogen uneetroue anche e upper

ic,which operates the front
tongs,

is

positionedbysctewing the
upperspring

rod
|

oatceeSc
or into, the crosshead (26z21), to alter its length
x the

lower30kis made by moving the ball socketet (2652)

in

gelation
Lae eIBeTeaDschine?the ball-socket plug (2684) by rotating the

ball-socketplug
button

(2655),
the tongue of which enters the slot in the button

asa
serewdtiver, The ball socket is prevented

from rotating by the
ace‘Sin(263), After the socket is positioned, it is held in place, and the ball

g (2686) lockedin it, by tightening theball- spiagnut (2687). The upper crank

ae regulated by altering the length of the upper spring rod as described.

under ball stud

Coe
Now connect up all tongs

and jaws. Set the lower C tongs first, getting the

correct length of stroke by raising or loweringthe ball

stud (26424). Now see that the lower (or matrix)€

tongs just meet at

wedegrees of machine’s revolution

and start opening at 195 degrees; if not, adjust the

lower rod (2637) by eae the “hexagonnut (26830
and moving the sleeve turning piece (26228) till the

above timing is arrived at. By unscrewingsoeeethe jaws will close earlier; by screwing up, tl will

be later. Each time 26828 is mov ed, the nut ree
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aye
be tightened aD otherwise the effect of turning

he adjustment will not be seen; but, as before men-

ane the plug (26&29) must not be moved, otherwise
the setting of the ball stud (2624) will be altered.

In setting the lower C tongs, take care that the upper

tongs are not opening out too wide, preventing lower

tongsclosing correctly. Should theybe doing so, bring
them together slightly by adjusting their connecting link
(55E15). Also take notice that the B tongs do not open
too wide during the time the C tongs are being set. Next

adjust the top.(pin) C tongs by the adjustable coupling
at the end of the tongs, seeing that they just meet firmly

at the end of the forward cio of spring box.

After adjusting the C tongs, regulate the lower B

‘ongs by screvieeup or unscrewing the rod (2640) in

fhecrosshead (26&44); then adjust the top B tongs by
their adjustable Soutie The two sets of matrix jaws
should close simultaneously at I05 degrees, and com-

mence opening at 195 degrees. Thetwo sets of pin
jaws should also close together simultaneously ; also

they should not open so wide that they are tight between
the ends of the jaw race

In placing tongs on the machine do not

forget2place the paper take-up spring a piece on the

stud of lower B tongs. The endof this spring Bolding
piece should bear against paper tower.

In setting the spring box, the tong-tension spring
(57EI, Fig. 28) should be coupledup, and the short abut-
ment sleeve should be on the guide rods for pin jaws.
The front pin jaw on either pin block should open out

till there is at least 4” space between first pin and the

striking edge of pin jaw. Also the front matrix jaw on

lock should open out so that there is at least 1-16”

space between the striking edge of jaw and the head of

justification wedges when the latter are being lifted up
from the 5-unit

Note that all the lubrication holes on spring box are

in an upward position, and that the spring rods (2637
and 26£40) are moving freely, which can be ascertained

by placing the fingers on the nuts (26838 and 26842) at

end of rods at the time the matrix
no movement is felt

ase the nuts mostlikelythe

wooden brake (26535) i:
through ree

of i oeghionca should be attended to

immediately.
Shouldthe jaws not properly close through the

wooden brake hanging up, or through the adjusting
nuts being allowed to work loose, wrong letters may be

the result, or the centring pin may not enter the cone
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of matrices, but

pee
on the matrix plate, causing the

letters to overhang or break off, and possibly result in

metal splashing Deraeertmould and die case.

LOCKING RACKS.

It has been mentioned that each pair of pin jaws
carried a rack into the position of the pin blown up, angthat the rack was then locked till the die case had bee

positioned. The bars (1384 and 13¢4) which ee ne
racks are worked from bell cranks, actuated in their

forward direction by springs (see Figs. 31 and 32), and

(O

g lect
“30E

Soe
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FIG. 31.

of acks (128 and 12¢)afterbeing accurately positioned by the

Tea neeieSern ane, ante iecea ‘parscannot be jatred out of the racks,
as the locking-bar bell ‘cranks (28m and agp) are prevented from rotatingleft-
handed by the latches (828).

=
their backward direction by a rod (33) Seo the cam lever operated by a cam placed on thefr

cam shaft between the EK and F cams (see Fig. Sy
As soon as the racks are

poe by the pin jaws,
the cam lever releases the locking-bar bell cranks

Ce
and 295), and the springs attached to them cause

bars to engage the teeth of the racks. For

srenpdiedinpurposes the rack teeth are made V

shaped, and the ends of the bars are made to correspond.
As the bars with V shaped teeth (being held in only
by the bell-crank springs) would be apt to jump out

by the action of matrix jaws meeting the racks, safety
latches (82E) are provided. ‘These latches wedge the
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bell cranks in such a position that the locking bars

cannot fail to perform their function effectively. As

12Ci

(eae

Fic. 32.

i Plan of stop racks (128 and a) afterthelocking bars (13B and 13c) have
been withdrawn to allow thera tioned for he

netsee fee
j movement of the connecting rodod(398)to theright first
|

(S28)5atebell cranks (28 and 295) are then rotated left- ange Suimaeite
the be

the machine proceeds to revolve, the rod operated by
the cam lever first releases the safety latches and then

withdraws the bars from the racks.

a

=
8

=
=

a

ntring-pin cam lever at rightend of its stroke. The locking-bar lever(3486)

Ee“movedthe locking-bar connecting rod (338) as far to the left as possible,
permittingaiepoe,

“bar springs to seat the locking bars in the stop racksas

wani
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When placing this mechanismon machine, first insert
the locking bar in C pin block, and then fit bottom bell

ing bar in B pin block, and then top bellcrank, having
first inserted the bar extension piece (1381), and top

ate

Adjustments.—Setthe racks in position, and let

the bars enter the teeth (the middle teeth of rack

for preference, being less used than the end teeth).
en adjust the bars by the

bolts (13Bxr and 13¢5) so that

the bevel on the plate which

3D6 ae ce
B pin block locking

shown in Fig. 34.Shealdthe end of latch go

beyond the bevel of plate with-

B2E draw the bar from the rack,
and adjust the bar by the end

bolts and try again. Do not

© try to adjust the bar with the

latches engaged on bevel, or

© the bell-cranklever may break
Fic. 34. é

eo a ae bevel equally, turn machine

cra ition,OFlockingbateet forward till the locking-bar cam

against bevel on plate (36). lever is on its full forward throw,
adjust the rod (33¥) from

cam lever to’bell crank so that the bars withdraw from
tack

eeee
I-16”.

meee
slackened the nuts on the

spring be pushedup the rod slightly, a pin
hole will te found for Sane purposes.

MOULD-BLADE MOVING GEAR.

The mould-blade moving gear is actuated from the

G cam (see Fig. 35), the lever from which connects to

a cranked lever (415, Fig. 36) rocking under the tong-
spring equalising lever. One end of this cranked lever

engages the rod (16c7) to which the mould blade is

coupled, and which runs through the C pin block. The

object of the rod is to operate the mould blade, either

in pulling it back to the distance allowed by the normal

wedge or justification wedges, or in ejecting the type

intothe carrier.
mould blade is connected to the rod by a forked

slide (16c¢5), which moves along an extension on the
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C pin block, and is brought back to a screw in the abut-

ment slide (14c, Fig. 16). ‘This screw is for adjusting
the mould blade tilt”the correct set of letter is obtained,
and it also acts as an abutment for the mould blade each

time um is brought back. The anvil in abutment block

(1403, Fig.16) in turn prevents any sharp knocking on

the normal wedge. e rod carries two springs, which

46E2

45E

Fic. 35.

Mould-blade cams, cam lever and connecting rod,

are used for ejecting. (These Be Suess(z6¢2), to-

gether with the sleeve (16c4),act asone spring.) Behind

the lever is another spring cen weenbrings the

mould blade back in sizing up to normal wedge.
Adjustm:ent.—Put smallest set normal wedge obtain-

able in machine, and bring the two faaare tion wedges
to the 5-unit position. Insert on paper tower a piece o:
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paper perforated to raise 6-unit space pin, this bringing
the top transfer wedge into operation. ‘Turn machine to

130° and adjust the connecting rod (45) so that end of
crank lever (41) clears the abutment washer (16cr3) by
nearly 1-64”.

1ecl4 16C7___16C2,
(eS

ce Se LOND zininth,—a
6137

16C5
MOULD BLADE.

Fic. 36.

Mould blade, mould blade operating rod (16c), mould blade bell crank (418),
and mould blade connecting rod (45E). ‘The forward movement of the mould
b its striki

The backward movement of the mould blade is checked by the wedges; excess
motion of the crank compresses the sizing springs (16cr0).

By this adjustment the mould blade will be brought
back before the matrix seats on the mould. Should the
matrix get seated before the blade was quite back, the

sliding action of the blade would damage the matrix.
The other consideration is that the transfer wedges get

A DA AR AAA GA RAISS
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Detail of the sizing spring and its abutments, showing inside sleeve (r6czr)
used to clamp the rear abutment (r6cr4) against the shoulder on the operating
rod (16c).

seated against the fine-adjustment wedge (20p) before
the mould-blade adjustment takes place against them.

Fig. 37 is a section drawing showing how the sleeves
and abutment washers are placed on the mould-blade
operating rod. ¢

G
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TYPE PUSHER.

The type pusher is worked from the H cam, and is

used for pushing the type through the type carrier

tunnel into the type channel, prior to being taken to,the
galley. An adjustable rod connects the cam lever to

the bell crank working the pusher. The only adjust-
ment about the pusher is that it should push the type
into the channel so that it gets just behind the spring

Fic. 38.

‘Type pusher cams, cam lever and connecting rod. Note: If the type catches

and prevents the pusher moving forward, the movement of the cams is absorbed

by the spring (776).

latches in the channel walls. A guiding lever, attached

to the normal-wedge locking post, keeps the pusher
steady in its line of traverse. Fig. 38 is an illustration

of the type-pusher lever and connecting rod, and Fig. 39

is a plan of type pusher and bell crank.

To REMOVE TYPE PUSHER.—The most convenient

period of the machine's revolution for taking out pusher
or replacing it is at 360°, when the bell-crank lever will

be fully back. Should the type carrier be at any time
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eee and allowed to remain on the machine,
the pushershould be removed, and on no account should
the

eee
be left disconnected when turning the

machin

Fic. 39.

Plan view of type pusher Eee bell
crank and

right end of connectin;

PAPER TOWER.

This consists of a box containing Ves(thirty-one
in number), which

meee between the paper

Pour
and the air pins in the cee pin blocks. A

line of thirty-one holes in a Gecepittat the top of paper
tower leads to the pipes, and the paper passes over this
line of holes, being fed by spur wheels engaging the side

perforations in the paper ribbon. Hinged by a shaft on

top of the tower is a clamping piece,
with a narrow

leather pad, called an air bar (see 2G, Fig. 41), which
covers the line of holes. A pipe by fheside of the tower
conducts air to the hollow end of the air-bar shaft, and
then down one of the air-bar arms, to beneath a small
valve (see Fig. 42). At a given time the air bar is

clamped to the cylinder and the air valve is depressed,
allowing the air first to rise and then descend and travel

along a groove in the leather pad of air bar, and thence

through any perforation in the paper. Thefeeding of
the paper over the

See and the clamping of air “bar
whilst air is blown through, is done by the sixth (or F)
cam lever, which has a connectingtod (548, Fig. 43) toa
lever (296)fulcrumed on the right-hand side of paper

tower. his lever reciprocates two rods, one (1765,

Pe Fig. 41) cue the air bar and valve. As
aepaper is passed over the crossgirt it is wound on to

spool. The spool is attached at one end to a short eet
E
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carrying a ratchet wheel (236, Fig. 44). A finger pro-

jection piece(2363), screwed to top of paper feed

operating rod lifts a pawl (2361) on the upward stroke,
and this pawl, by means of a tension spring (246),

Fic. 40.

Paper feed cams (526), cam lever (538), operating rod (54),
and paper tower lever (196).

revolves the ratchet on the downward stroke of con-

necting rod, thus keeping the paper taut.

Adjustments.—Adjustthe cam-lever connecting rod

so that the spring (17¢4, Fig. 43) has }” compression
at the end of down stroke and 1-16” on the upward
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stroke. This can be told by having the locking lever

(12G) up, and seeing how far the rod(1765) enters or

leaves the spring box (z7G) at the end of thestrokes.

Care must be taken

oe
the stud running in the slot of

connecting link (4¢3, Fig. 41) does not reach the top of

slot at the extreme a stroke, or the lever may get
broken. Next adjust the screws (1620, Fig. 43) so that

Fic. 41.

Paper-tower
lever at the bottom end

of
its

stroke,g clamped the ait bar to the crossgir

the spurs on wheels for feeding paper come in line with

the line of holes in crossgirt both on the down and up
strokes. In adjusting this, see that the tooth on end of

locking pawl (13G) and feeding pawl (13G5) both enter

the ratchet (2064) centrally between the teeth without

moving the ratchet wheel; and also that as the pawl-
ting lug just touches the right-hand screw (1G20) the air



bar on crossgirt has not clamped the paper. (These
parts seen also on Fig. 45.) ‘To set this, put a piece of

spool paper between the lug on pawl ring (14¢) and right
hand screw (1620); turn machine gradually till the
paper is lightlygripped.‘Then put two thicknesses of

paper under air bar and adjust by the nuts on the stud

(264, Fig. 41) at each end of air bar so that the two pieces
of paper can be drawn through by pulling very lightly.
F er compressionwillbe given, as the machine con-

tinues, by the springs (2G3) on air bar compressing. The

next adjustment is to see, whilst the paper is feeding,
that the air bar rises 1-64”. ‘To test this, bring the stud

in paper-tower lever (IgG) to the centre of slot in con-

necting link (463), and adjust the sleeve nut (4c8)on
connecting rod (4G) and lock by nut below so that four

Fic. 42.

Section through air
barat valve. Sues the barin the position

of clamping paper an ve opened to admit air to the cross-

girtcomes‘thepaperpeloton

thicknesses of spool paper can be lightly drawn between
air-bar pad and crossgirt. Next a

a valveoperating
screw (363)s0

o that valve gets depress

semen
should not be eee inter-

feredsaithby caster attendants,as they are rather con-

points to bear in mind: The stud in paper-tower lever

(IgG) should not reach top of slot in air-bar connecting
tink(4G3) on the end of up stroke. ‘The paper-feed spurs
must come in line with holes in crossgirt at end of up

‘stroke and down stroke of

Competingrod (54E), and

tooth on locking pawl (13) a ooth on feeding pawl
(1365) must bottom the teeth on oe without moving
the ratchet wheel. The lug on pawl ring (14c¢) must
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reach right-hand screw (1G20)in lug on paper-tower
casting before the paper is clamped on crossgirt. The

air bar
eee litt from

eas 1-64”, and the spring (1764)
must hav

a
and I compression on the up and

down str oie ey, If these conditions are ful-

filled, the settingwill be correct.

Fic. 43.

‘The paper-tower lever at the end of its down stroke. ‘The feedingpawl (1365)has rotated the ratchet (20¢4) until the further movement of the pawl has bee

stoppedbythelugonthepawl ring (140) strikingtherightstopscrew“eg20)Aft atther downward movem isalFe sont

PAPER TAKE-UP sPooL.—A section of this is shown
in Fig. 46. It is pivoted on one end by the plunger
(2561), and on the other by the end of shaft (2165). A

pin (21G8) engages the driving disc (22¢) when the
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button (2562) is beddedinto its V seating, and the

turning motion is importedby the ratchet (23G). When

the button (2562) is withdrawn so that the V projection
rests on the end of the paper-tower casting, the disc pin

Fic. 44.

t the end ofits stroke, havingraised the winding
pawYager)8Bipositiontorotatethe erate ratchet (236) as soon as the lev

d permits the operating spring (246) to act.

70{ALUN
8 8 at

Fic. 45.

‘The paper-tower lever at the end of its up stroke. ‘The ie deper.aas(336)having been seated in the ratchet (20c4) to prevent its rotating,

pawl(1365) and pal ring (146) are movedback into position tof
screw(1620), the furtherupward movement of -tower lever is absorb

by the spring box (176).
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(2168) withdraws from the driving disc (22¢), and the

spool is free to revolve in either direction. A further

withdrawal of the button (25¢2) leaves nothing for the

spool to pivot upon, as the shaft will recede by the action

of spring (21610), and the spool can be taken off. When

the shaft (2765) is pushed to the right by the button

(2562) entering its V seating, the disc pin (2168) should

Fic. 46.

Section through winding spool showing plungerbutton (25G2) turned so that

theplungerspring (2564) forces theplunger(2362)
into the spool. This forms

left bearing for the spool and, time, forces
the shaft (2163) into

s chatt(2261), for the right eae: “andentersthepin(2168) in the driving

project the thickness of the driving disc (226). ‘This is

regulated by screwing off the left end of spool, when

the shaft (2165) will come out. ‘The disc (2167) can

then be adjusted as desired, first loosening the lock nut

behindit.

Care should be taken that the flange (21GI) is not

bent, or the paper will wind unevenly.

BRIDGE.

The bridge spans the mould, and contains the die

case. In the middle portion is attached a plunger, with
a tapered ae

called the die-centring pin, which is

worked by the forked end of the die-centring lever,

operated by ae D cam (see Fig. 47). Connectedto

two posts, running through ae bridge castin,

sie es frame, along which the slide ee
the die case moves. ‘The die case is made to move in

this slide at right angles to the slide itself (see Fig. 48).

Being thus free to slide in either direction, any die

in the case may be presented to the mo The two

catrying-frame posts are coupled at the top by a cross

eam, and made to move up and down by a connecting
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Unk
attached to the die-

sane
lever. The matrix jaws

e die case to the position decided by the blown-

aeeinesand the die-centring lever causes the die case

then to

eERroE
the mould. The centring pin then

fore,peas
all the letters to have the same alignment.

A leads from the slide to the lower jaws on

B pintoc and a hook on the die case engages a shoe
in a slide worked by a draw rod from the lower jaws on

ock,

The stand through which the centring pin runs is

screwed to the bridge casting, and may be adjusted in

Fic. 47-

Centring-pincam and cam lever when the matrix case is in

asting position ; that is, at the bottom of its stroke.

two directions at right angles to each other. The use

of these adjustments will be explained below.

Adjustments.—Put bridge on machine, seeingthat

eeHee
feet are clean, and no pieces of metal adhering

Also see that peer base, where bridge feet

go, is perfectly clean.
See that the fulcrum rod (242, Fig. 50) measures

4 15-16” from
pep

face of bridge casting to centre of
fae stud

SCENT OF eee not insert link pin (3a),
but with the machine in the position where the type



Fic. 48.

Plan view of sliding fra matrix case inplace. | Shows
means

by which

matrix case can. movein ieSarettionsaerighteee and the
Ge

rods through
which the matrix jaws produce these two movements of the ca:
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carrier has just reached the end of its back stroke (the
end of die-centring lever having slightly dropped here),
place a piece of spool paper between the die case and

mould, and depress the bridge lever (24) by hand. The

paper should draw out without seiz ing.
In the event of imperfect setting, slack back the lock

nuts (4410) and stop nuts (442), and put one thickness

of spool paper between mould and die case, as above.

Depress lever (2A), and bring down one stop nut (4AT0)
till the paper will draw are tearing if lightly pulled.
Then turn the lock nut back one complete turn, which
will make the paper tight again. Now bring down the
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Fic. 49.

Centring pin in casting position, seating the rattefirmly
on the

mould, The seating occurs after the cone o has entered

the cone hole of the matrix and accuratelypesioneai eee re“thealignment co
other stop nut (442) till the paper draws correctly.
Having got the paper right by the second stop nut, bring
the first stop nut down the one complete turn, and lock
both up. By this method it is guaranteed that the stop
nuts will come down equally on both guide rod bushes

(xa6), and not on one only. It may be found that after

screwing up the lock nuts (4410) the paper will be too

slack under the dies on account of the nuts being slack
in the threads. If so, loosen the lock nuts without dis-

turbing the stop nuts (4Az), then slightly back both stop
nuts (442) equally ; tighten lock nuts and test again.



till the centring lever is at its highest position.
fibre plate, and then see that the hole in bridge lever

(2a) is slightly higher than the hole in connecting link

( 65)

By this adjustment, as the stop nuts strike the

bushes, the matrix will rest on the mould, and the wire

running through it will be in centre of the matrix hole,
as shown in the illustration (Fig. 50). Should the matrix

carrying frame descend too far, the bottom of matrix

hole will be forced against the matrix wire, but should

the carrying frame not go low enough down the top of

matrix hole will be forced on the wire when the centring
pin enters the matrix cone—probably causing splashing
through the matrix not being firmly seated on the mould

suriace.
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Fic. 50.

Carrying frame in casting position, showing matrix resting on mould. Note

that the downward movement of the carrying frame is, at this point, checked by

the stop nuts striking the tops of the bushings.

ASCENT OF MATRICES.—Next turn machine round
Insert

(2az). If not, back the adjusting nut (449) on top of

bridge lever till it is. Now couple up with the link pin
(3a), and the fibre plate should be free to move. Should
the hole in the bridge lever be lower than the hole in link

pin before coupling up, the fibre plate will be tightly
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clamped, after coupling, when the centring lever rises
to its top position, and the bridge lever (2A) may get
broken.

In casting position, there should be 1-64” clearance
between the adjusting nut (4a9) and bridge lever (2A).The matrix centring pin should slide freely in its
bushing, but should not have the slightest side shake.
In the event of the latter, adjust by the square nut (647,
Fig. 49). Should the pin be too tight, slacken the nut,
and then tap it downwards with a piece of wood or lead.
If too tight, the spring (543) will not overcome it when
it is required to centre the matrix, and splashing will be
the result ; if too easy in sliding, the alignment will be
affected.

TIMING THE CENTRING PIN.—To correctly time
the centring pin, first take down the adjusting nut

(541, Fig. 49) so that the centring pin does not seat in
cone of matrix when depressed by the lever (16m). Then
place two thicknesses of spool paper between the die
case and mould, and turn machine till they are lightly
gripped. Now take adjusting nut (5az) back till there
is 1-64” clearance between bottom of nut and top of

uitment (545) in centring-lever fork. By this setting
there will be about }” spring depression at the end of
down stroke of centring lever, and the centring pin will
have squared the matrix without dragging it along the
face of the mould.

et the draw rods from the lower jaws so that the
centring pin enters exactly in the centre of cone hole of
matrices, and see that the draw rods are not bent, and
that they never touch the jaws as the latter are moving.

ALIGNING.—The centring-pin stand is fixed to the
bridge by two hexagon-headed screws. Should the letter
faces not come centrally on the body setwise, the pin
stand (6a4)—and with it the centring pin—may be
adjusted by first loosening the hexagon-headed screws,
and then moving the pin stand sideways by means of
the two set screws, one on each side of the stand, which
point in a direction parallel with the C pin block. For
aligning purposes, two other screws are provided, these
pointing in a direction parallel with the B pin block.
Should the letter faces not be square upon their bodies,but lean to right or left, they may be squared by manipu-
lating the two screws which work on the die case guide
post (4AI, Fig. 50) near the pump. In making the latter
adjustment, first slightly loosen the two-sided nut be-
neath guide-post spring, but not the hexagon-headed
screws for centring-pin stand, as the centring pin is not
affected by this adjustment.
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Having | centredthe letter face on the body (prefer-
ably by a “‘star’”’ matrix, or em dash), again look to see

that the centring pin enters matrix correctly, as aligning
may have affected this. If so, adjust again by the

draw rods from lower jaws. Beforecentring the type
face on body the mould blade should always be correctly
adjusted to quad size. In removing the die case, be
careful not to knock the matrix cone plate on the bottom
of the

coe pin, and in replacing see that the two

screws holdi g the wire-end cover on are not loose.
ReMOvnNe:BRIDGE.—The bridge is taken off with

the matrix jaws fully opened and the centring lever on

the top throw, but should the machine get stuck so that
the bridge cannot be taken off on account of the matrix

jaws not being fully opened, disconnect the draw rod
in the sliding frame (ga), and the bridge can then be

easily removed, and the type carrier also, if desired.
In replacing the bridge, always see that the align-

ment has not been affected by the removal, which may
be the case should dirt get on the

a
feet and not be

cleaned off. It is always a good plan to keep a small

ate ofceil
ras or M’s of the Fait first cast from

he e, and always align up to them. ‘This insures
ae any Ora Hane likely to be made by hand from

older type will always be in perfect alignment.
ave any screws or nuts loose on the bridge.

This remark applies to the whole machine.

GALLEY MECHANISM STARTING ACTION AND

JUSTIFICATION WEDGES.

On the

ee
of every line two things are

required—the taking of the completed line into the

galley and the placingof the two justification wedges
so that every space in the line next to be cast will be of
sufficient thickness to make the line the required width.
‘These two actions take place cinultahectatand their
mechanisms are connected.

At the end of each line the paper receives two sets

of perforations, each set containing two holes. One hole
in each set leads to the A pin block in the centre ofthe machine top, and the other leads to the B or

“

unit”

pin block. ‘The air running to the A pin block blows

up a piston (1D,Fig. 51), which causes a headed rod to

engage a slot in the side of the die- -centring lever, whilst
the latter is at the end of the down stroke. As the

centringoe rises it lifts the headed rod. This rod is
connected to a lever (14D), which projects under the

justification wedge, and consequently the wedge also
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End view of mechanism for setting justifying wedges before starting line.
mn up, causing the justifying-wedge lever-arm tod (15D3)

to be engaged by the centring-pin lever. This raises the wedge clear of the

centring tooth (12D), so that it may be moved by the matrix jaws.
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rises. A projection on the end of the justificationwedge
is now placed in the track of the matrix-jaw ends (see
Fig. 52). In the meantime, the other

Eee
in the

paper has led to some pin in the Bpinblock, and this

pin decides the position in which the festiheation#wedge
shall be placed. As there are fifteen positions on the B

pin block, so can the justification wedges assume fifteen

positions each, the

oageuenpene
when the wedges

arefullyforward. wedge has a taper increasing
0075” (74 Rreankth) from shift to shift, and the
other wedge a finer taper, only increasing .0005” (half
a thousandth) per shift. ‘Phesmallest space will be that

when the wedges are in the extreme forward

aesposition, and this can be gradually increased by
the finely-tapered wedge shift by shift up to thefifteenth
position. It can then be brought back to the first posi-
tion, and the coarse wedge shifted to the next position,
when

oor
will have been

Coen By moving down
the fine wedge again, and at the end of each fifteenth

position moving the coarse wedgeone shift, a

S range
of

ee
thicknesses may be obtained (15 x I 25).

he positioning of these wedges takes ve after
the onmgetionof the previous line, and also whilst

they are being positioned no letters are required, two

things must happen: Firstly, mecompleted line must

be removed to make room for the line to come, and

secondly, the pump mechanism ofthe metal pot must

be stopped. These requirements are fulfilled simul-

taneously, and by hanism in connection with the

justification - wedge lifters. A continuation on the

wedge-lifting lever, each time the latter is acted upon by
its rod engaging the die- -centring lever, presses against
a rock lever (gp1, Fig. 53) connecte dt
which leads to a galley-action trip lever (45F) at the

front of the machine. Screwed to this rod is a Pieter
(gD), the end of which operates the rod (49D) containing
the collar governing the metal pot action, referred to in
the chapter on

the pump. ‘Thus each time the wedge

oe (14D)lifts the justification wedges, it also sends

galley-a oy (8D) forward to start the galley aeaa riee pump-trip rod (49D)forward to stop the p
As the wedge-lifting rod disconnects itself from theae.
centring lever, the wedge drops on the fixed tooth (rap,
Fig. 52) in thenostiadfound for it, and the two rods

(8p and 4gp) are returned by the action of the spring
(50D) attached to the pump-trip rod (49D).

Each time the rock lever (gpI) is operated upon by
one wedge lever, the galley-trip rod (8D) goes forward

3-16”, but when both wedge levers are lifted the galley-
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trip rod.Bo
forward double that distance. The screw

(45FI) in galley-action trip lever (45¥, Fig. 53) can be

taken back so that

ae
the galley-trip vod (8D) goes

forward only 3-16", it will not start the galley action.

In this case it will be ne to blow up both justifica-
tion rods (15D3, Fig. 52) at once to

ee
out the galley

trip lever. Tabular matter, with any number of

columns,may be set upon the machine, on each column

will be correctly justified as a separate line, but not

taken to the galley till the last column has been set,
when a double pepoenen

in the paper causes the galley-
trip rod to operate

IsDILe

Front view of mechanism for setting justifying wedges before

he
front wedge

is lifted to

clearthecentring tooth (r2p), to cnethekfe atits
left end

to beengaged by rix jaws and moved ‘to its position for the
next lin

Fig. 54 shows the action of the justification-wedge
leversean)upon the rock lever (gp1). ‘The first shows

the wedge levers at rest. The second shows justification-

wedge lever (14D) in operation, lifting the fine jus-
tification wedge and pushing galley- trip rod forward

3-16”. The third representsthe other justification

wedgelever (13D) in operation, lifting the coarse justifi-
cation wedge, and pushing galley-trip rod forward 3-16”.
The fourth ce both wedge levers lifting opeiien
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lifting both wedges and sending se -trip rod forward

3-8”. The double perforation will have Daeobtained

ee the keyboard operator depressing a key on both

justification rows at the same time, the meetouched

being indicated by the bottom figures in the drum

squares. ‘Thus, if the square read 3—5, he would touch

3 on the top row and 5 on the top and bottom rows

Fic. 53.

‘The lower end of the justification wedge lever (x4) bears against the rock

ver

(gD1),
which is fulerumed upon the tip rod arm (9), attached

to the mpThus, aehen the wedge lever is lifted, the trip rod moved forward

(to thelett i this view) Epcing{he galleya sine justidestion,perforations) at

the end of the ine, therefore, do two things ; Furst

ect
the wedges for the next

line to be cast; second,trip the galley for theline just cast.

Note: This view shows also the paseixip collar forlocking the pump out of

action, when the wedges are being set and the galleytripped. |Thepumptrip
Sorin peea eapeToot tobi cs(OrereneTeaitePer e wedge lev

together. In passing the paper ae the caster (it
uble

e
xhgoing through backwards) the do erforations

will cause pouSoe
to be drawn ro e fifth pin

position, and the “3” perforation will ie cause the

coarse wedge eaae the third pin position.
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The justification wedges may be removed by first

takingof the square block found near the rear stud on

which the B matrix

tongs rock, and then

ene oelifting as

(15D3, Fig. 52). In re-

See Senbes that
the wedge going nearest

the transfer wedgeis
the one

Pte
“most

taperie0075it is desired

to ee the machine
without casting type
the handle (357, Fig.
55) must be pulled back

and hooked in the catch

plate (36H). This is con-

top (354). When
drawn to the left, this

‘

crank plate pushesthe

trip tube (49H), causing
the collar to disconnect

2,

except
that

13D
lever
is

in

action.
a. ke]5 5 re. 9° rg® iat2 ct. S gq —® S @4B

disconnected from the

catch e

‘o remove this hand-

pulley
side of machine,

draw throughfrom

ae galley side.

Adjustments: LIFT
|

F JUSTIFICATION

WEDGES.
— The pie

Fic. 54. teeth on their confer
side, an

running lengthwise. As the lever (14D, Fig. 24) rises,
thin plate attached to it fits in the groove, and the



wedge (ro0p), when lifted, can be freely drawn along
the thin plate. When the wedge has been drawn to the
desired

ep
od itis dropped, and the teeth engage afixed

tooth on the A pin bloc e points to watch are—

theBieiiesmust be raisedso that their teeth are above

matrix-jaw arms to properly engage them ; the wedges
must not be raised so high that they are forced on the

top against the locking bar or C pin-block casting. Put

w edges
i

in, and bringthem to the extreme forwar posi-
tion (5- unit). Put one of the rods (15D3, Fig. 24) in

SSS SSS

nasmvnannlow
NGAawummtereerEY

2

FIG. 55.

Same view of

the ceaitneeee from behind hi atch:as.soonthe jus tite:Ae edgelifting
This view shows the pump locked

oe by
analhand trip, which has moved the

collar forward behind the latch. and trip is latched upon the catch

plate (36m) to hold the pump out Picton

slot of centring lever, and turn machine till centring lever

reaches its highest position. ‘Then press tightly against
the rock lever (gpI), when the nut

a
on rod (I5D3)

should clear top of centring lever by Then treat

the rod for other wedge in similar mann Ae In testing

s latch,

Adjustthebell crank (5D) by the screw nearest fulcrum,
To do this, insert rod in centring lever, and turn machine

to the pointwhere rod will drop out by itself. In doing
so it should fall lightly against the retaining plate on

F2
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centring lever. Turn machine so that centring lever

goes to "bottom,when the rods should
Sor

the plate by
about 1-32”. ‘This applies to all three-roi

The stop screw (5D3) in

pat
ie aionldbe so

adjusted that it. clears the piston 1-64”, so as to give
the piston an eppariaets:

of eoromencineits ascent
without any load upon

Care should be taken‘not to burr or bend the jus-

LacealStes:
or the justification will be rendered

indiffer
Neen ROCK LEVER.—Should the rock lever

(gpI, Fig. 53) become disengaged, let the pump-con-

necting ech(33H1) be taken away from the operating
collar“(49p1)by turning the machine round with the

latch engaged on lever,
a

in Fig. 8; then take off the

pump-trip spring (50D, Fig. 55), and hook up the handle

(357) on catch plate (36H).The rock lever can now

be easily replaced. Should the rock lever become dis-

engaged the iitieswill not be taken to the galley
MOVING PUMP-TRIP COLLAR.—To take on the

collar‘tod(49),
first take pump-rocker arm latch away

from collar
Pe

urning machine with latch engaged, as

in Fig. 8. Take off the spring (50D), dence rock

lever, to allow link (48p) to swing back, and then

slacken set screw in a (49D1).“therod can now

sropnins
6off.

In the case of the roller having moved along the

a oe 4 & ° B 2 iS B oe0 4 o 2 a

oe3 iafT.5 gg chS o <52
*

Bu‘od.

through the door. Adjust so that, with the hand trip
disconnected from the catch plate (36H, Fig. 55) and
the spring (50D) connected up, the roller wili lay 1-32”
to the side of the pump rocker arm latch (33H1). The

set screw in the roller should be pointing downwards

after the spring (50D) is connected up, and it should be

felt to see that it does not strike any of the air pipes
as

the collar moves along to cut off the metal s A

sign that the roller has slipped to the le/é is ne eee
aeletters at the end of each line whilst the justification
wedges are being set. If the roller be set too far to the

right the pump “willnot work, as the pump rocker-arm

latch will be constantly disengaged.
In the above instructions it has been mentioned that

the pump rocker-arm latch (33H1) should be taken back,
that is, away from the trip collar. When this cannot be

done, the collar being behind the latch, turn the machine

till the pump rocker arm has partly started on the back

stroke—the machine being at 170° or 175°—and then
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prise the pump bell-crank lever in pump bracket back-

wards with a screwdriver, when the latch will readily
oor in, and the machine may ee

be turned further

by Or the arm (33 6) may be pullederat by hand, by me i ees theopening
between B and C cam levers at back of machine,having
the machine at the above position.

REMOVING GALLEY-TRIP ROD.—To take out galley-
trip rod (8p, Fig. 53), unscrew rock-

oe
arm from en

of rod, and push through to galley of machine,
first removing the galley-trip lever nea une -pusher
spring box.

LINE SHIFTING AND GALLEY MECHANISM.

The type is guided by the pusher into a channel near

the galley. One side of the channel is a fixed wall,
whilst the other side is movable, being kept forward by

Plan and side view of operating-lever latch (33F).
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spring, and so set that the channel is slightly less inwidththan the body of the type to be cast. The typ
will thus be supported by being gripped between the

Fic. 57.

Short line; the line

supportis, therefore, notpushed far enough forward,
consequently ‘it catches between thecolumn pareand the atop Sideand frcws

?

the operatinglever latch Theeal
andside views of the line support show that

it pushesthe stop slide back

becauseit is not far enough forward for its prongsto enter the groovesinthe slide.

TYPE LINE ~

Fic. 58.

Tong
line caught between the column pusher (=) and

stop
slide (44x). When

the pushermoves to the right the stopaidesis, therefor

Dushedback with it,
and the operating-lever latch released, stoppingthe machi
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channel walls. Each wall carries a spring hook to pre-
vent the type falling back as the pusher retires.

_
Upon

the line is dragged along the channel to the galley,
passing a cutter on the way for cleaning off any burrs

left in casting. When the line has reached a position
opposite the galley mouth, a gate rises and the line is

pushed into the galley. The gate then drops, and the
line hook returns to a position of rest, ready for the

next line.

One side of the galley mouth has a sliding wall,
which connects to a lever operating on the starting-lever
latch (see Fig. 56). As the line of type is beingwith-
drawn to the galley, the forward end is supported by a

Fic. 59.

Line of correct length, pushed in between the
fixed channel block and stop

slide| The line- support rongs pass into the grooves in the stop slide,asshownn the end view, because it has been pushed far enoughforward by t 0)

ie plate of the support to clear the slide.

slide. ‘This slide has a keyway at one end to correspond
with a key on the galley-wall slide (44F). Should the

line be shorter than the galley mouth, the type support
slide key will not enter the keyway on the galley-wa .slide, but will push it, causing the starting lever t

disengagethe latch, with the result that the belt shifter
brings the belt on to the loose pulley. ‘This is shown in

Fig. 57, where the line support slide (30) has not come

out far enough to engage the keyway on

ayeweestop
slide (44¥), and as the column pusher (IF) c for:

ward, the slide il operate the lever ny ee on
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Fic. 60.

Section through galley cam (14), galley-cam sleeve (148), and_galley-cam
stand (16r), Shows that the ratchet (r3F2) is driven continuously from the

cam-shaft worm (8on6), through the worm wheel (13r3) and shaft (r5F), while

the galley cam remains at rest, unless connected to the ratchet.

Fic. 61.

Top view of galley cam just as the driving pawl (x4Fr) has been released by
the forward movement of the trip rod (8p), which pushes to the left end of the

trip lever (45F) to the rear, releasing the pawl. Note: The pawl is shown
i

top of the ratchet tooth, and, as the ratchet rotates, will engage
the next tooth. ‘The cam will then rotate with the ratchet.
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the starting-lever latch. Should the line be too long,
the end letter or quad will push the slide

See forward,

eycausing the machine to sto
20

s shown in

Fig. 58. He.59 shows a line of correctienethentering
the galleym

The (allowing{
is

ae
action of the galley movement :

A vertical shaft (158, Fig. 60), worked by a worm upon
the hand-wheel shaft, constantlyrevolves, taking with

Fic. 62.

Plan of line-hook operating mechanism. Shows line hook (rgF)at the for-

ward end of is
stroke,just a8 it has placed the aeay ones SalesAt

this point the movement of the line-hook carriage (zor) is stopped by

theoperatingpar(ern)stiking the adjusting screw (22°1)-
Note that the

a
of the

peace
slide is 7", in order to

restore
the line

supportora 42 ine has been pulled forward in front of the galley. ‘The

stroke
ofthe

line Hookcarriage is thedifferencebetween the strokeof the slide

and the clearance of thebar.

POTTS st seemneetie operating bar has been drawn turned on its side.

it a ratchet (15F2) fixed upon its top end. A flat ca’

(14F), through the centre of which the vertical shaft

passes, remains idle, hooked up to a trip lever (45F)by
a loose pawl (14F1, Fig. 61). As soon as the trip lever

releases the pawl, as shown in Fig. 61, the latter engages
the revolving teeth (15F2) of the v erticalshaft, and the

cam is carried round. In going round, the cam groove
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on top of cam plate operates a lever (25¥, Fig. 62) which
connects to a slide bar (2I1F) carrying the linehook (I9F),
and this removes the line to the galley. A cam surface
on the underside of cam plate operates a lever (4oF,
Fig. 63) to raise the gate (or rule) at the mouth of galley,

Fic. 63.

Rule operating mechanism: Shows rule

cam

(r4x),
lever for raising rule(40"), Baciserines|coe “oeanneLees

line has been pushed under

and a cam surface around the cam plate operates a

lever (58, Figs. 64 and 65), which pushes the line into

the galley. On the completion of the cam’s

it is again hooked up, and remains idle till the next line

is ready. One revolution of the cam occupies seven

FIG. 64.
Side view of column-pusher cam on the

under
side of the galley cam (14%).The column-pusher lever (5F) is shown in section, with the spring box (8r) in

place against it, for
moving

the pusher to

us“ightroyplacelaynetoulite) galley’
Shows also the spring(7) for restoring the to its position of restat the

left of its stroke.

revolutions of the machine, during which time other

letters are being cast. ‘he shortest properly-justified
line which can be set upon the machine must contain

at least six type bodies.
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Adjustments : TIMING GALLEY-ACTION DRIVING PAWL.

—TIf the hand-wheel shaft (acting as an intermediate

gear for cam shafts) be removed, in replacing see that
the figuring on the worm (806) corresponds with the

figuring on gear wheel (15¥3, Fig. 60). To test, when

properly coupled up (see chapter on cams), put a justifi-
cation-wedge lifting rod into the notch in die-centring
lever, and turn machine slowly till the galley-trip lever

(458) has released the pawl (r4F1). The machine should
then make a complete revolution before the cam starts

to revolve. This gives the last letter of a line time to

a)

Fic. 65.

mn view of column pusher and operating mechanism. Shows the method
of adjusting the pusher for different points, by regulating the pusher adjusting
screw (2F).

get into the type channel, and the pusher time to recede,
before the line hook goes forward. If the ratchet on

the vertical shaft engages the pawl too soon, the last

letter will be left behind. The worm gear (15¥3) will

then want moving one tooth to the right or left. Fig. 61

shows the position on the ratchet that the pawl (r4Fr)
should fall when tripped by the rod (8p).

As the galley-action cam carries a long sleeve (14F8,
Fig. 60), through which the vertical shaft (15F) runs,
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do not forget to occasionally lubricate through the hole
in centre of the shaft top end, also through the hole in
cam near the ratchet teeth, as this is often overlooked.

Adjust the trip lever by the end screw (45F1, Fig. 61)
so that it leaves the pawl (14rr) about 4” when one

wedge-lifting rod has been engaged by die-centring lever

and the lever raised to top position. Adjust the stop
screw (45F9) so that the other screw (45F1), when the

galley cam is revolving, just clears end of trip rod (8D),
and the end of pawl (14rr) seats fully into trip-lever
hook without scraping side of lever. E

TRAVERSE OF LINE TO GALLEY MouTH.—Adjust the
screw (22FI, Fig. 62) at end of galley frame so that the
line hook (I9F) brings the end letter in a line level with
fixed galley wall. Then see that the connecting rod

(2787) gives about £” compression in spring box at end
of both forward and back stroke. To do this, bring the

IS

LLL
een hes y

AAA

NVPAVAVAVAVAVAVINAVA

Fic. 66.

Section through column-pusher spring box.

obtain the desired compression at end of stroke by
adjusting the rod (2717) on the eye connection.

CoLuMN PUSHER.—Adjust the column pusher (rF,
Fig. 64) sdeways, by the screw (4r1) centres upon which
it pivots, so that it moves freely, has no side shake, and
enters the galley mouth with a clearance from the fixed

galley wall equal to the thickness of a piece of spool
aper.

The column-pusher spring box (8r, Fig. 65) should
be adjusted, by the adjustable ball end, so that the line
is pushed into the galley mouth 1-64” beyond the galley

ate.

COLUMN-PUSHER ADJUSTING SCREW.—Next turn the
column-pusher adjusting screw (2F1, Fig. 65) to the
figure 12, then put a pica em quad in type channel, and
set the column pusher, by means of the adjusting screw

(32), so that the pica line can be drawn along without

fouling the column pusher. Ali other founts will then
work correctly.
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GaLLEY GATE.—The galley gate or rule should be

so set that it clears the column pusher 1-64” just before

the column pusher recedes. This is obtained from the
nut (39F4, Fig. 63) on the liftingrod of gate. This gate
should drop freely ; if not, clean the guide rod (393)
aa see that the short guidepin at other end is not

ber

BokeTRIMMER.—To set the trimmer on the moving
wall of type channel, put a quad partly in channel (not
against the nick ridge)and bring knife lightly up to

quad and screw up. As the head of the trimmer screw

is out of proportion to the screw itself, do not put too

much pressure on with the screwdriver, or it will break

the screw head off.

{MOVING

aece
—To remove line hook, dis-

ones lever (25¥, Fig.62) from rod (2747), and remove

the screw (28F), en is held by nut at bottom. Now

take off the stop piece (22K) at end of

galleycasting,
and remove the slide piece (23F). The hook can

now be easily withdrawn through arch in saint pusher
without straining it

REPLACING LINEHOOK MECHANISM.—In replacing
the line-hook mechanism (Fig. 62), first insert the slide

(208), taking care not to lose the two spring plungers.
‘Then insert the narrow rod (arr). In placing this, the

end carrying the projection goes in first, and the pro-

jection points to the back of “machine. ‘here is also a

spring plunger on the top of this rod. Should the line

hook (z9Fr) have been removed, this must next be

inserted, the projection on it being placed in the slot

on the bottom of the rod (21r). The end slide (23F)
may now be placed on, and coupled up to the lever (25F).
"Thenplace on the end stop piece (22F).

‘TYPE-CHANNEL SPRINGS.—These should be examined.

from time to time to see that the shank of the spring
does not protrude at any part of its length above the

level of the channel block.If such a condition exists,
as the type accumulates it will cause the hook to recede

and become inoperative, and allow the type to turn.

The hook itself should always come well forward of the

face of channel block.

CHANGING FOUNTS.

Turn the machine to the oot
useful position for

changing, which will be at 360°, or when the pin jaws
have just commenced to open. a this position the

die case may be removed, the normal wedge changed,
and the mould cross-blockconnecting link removed
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The mould-blade coarse adjusting screw is also easily
accessible in this position

First remove the centring--lever connecting pin and
withdraw fibre plate. Unhook the die case from the
slide connected to the draw rod on C pin block, and bring
the die case to the centre of its carrying frame. Now

withdraw, slightly depressing the bridge lever to prevent
the centring pin dragging on the top of the die case.

Turn off the water supply,remove the bridge, and then

the mould. When replacing new mould,vety§slightly
lightlyscrew the clamps up to put the mould properly

against the pin blocks, and then screw the mould to

base. See that the jet piece in cross block is clean

aworking freely and then connect the cross block t

carrier. Replace the bridge and insert die case in acy
the reverse manner of taking it off. Now change the
normal wedge and adjust the movable type-channel wall
to suit the body of type to be cast.

,
also the column

pusher. Bringthe quad to correct size, and then align
ter gal lleymeasure. his latter alteration should

be carried out whilst the machine is running and type
being cast.

Upontaking off the mould, blow out all water and

put the mould away clean, with the base slightly oiled
to prevent rusting. In replacing new mould arid bridge,
see that all the surfaces of contact are Ss

lean. Examine the cross block to see that the jet
piece is clean and working freely, ae

in replacing, take
cate the jet piece does not fall o Oil the link con-

necting the cross block to carrier. In replacing the

bridge be sure not to knock the centring pin on the

aout or the latter may become seriously damaged if
the bladeor blade walls be struck. Always insert the

the lubricator, as in time it will break by such

sennaRegulate the water before it enters the mould,
as it leaves it. This is done by the large ater oeon

the machine. Do not let the water exhaust be throttled,
or the water may work into parts of the mould where it
should not be.

CENTRING, SIZING, AND ALIGNING.

Upon changing a fount, after having made the
alterations described above, it remains to

‘“‘

centre’ the
letters upon their bodies. This is effected by first

making the quad exact to size, according to the
“

set.”



After this the “star’’ matrix should be adjusted so

that it comes exactly in the centre, which is obtained by
manipulating the screws in bridge working upon the
centring-pin post. A few capital“Ms” or ‘H’s
should then be cast, and these should be compared with
those already in use

a Bae
that their alignment is

exactly the same. If r make them both similar,
otherwise any corbeaigne:Pale from the old type will
be out of alignment. The importance of this cannot be
too strongly impressed upon attendants. In the case of
a machine being installed no type should be cast for
the case until the correctness of the alignment has been

thoroughly proved, as all future founts must be made

up to that standard. It must not overhang either top
or bottom in the slightest degree. Although the “star”
matrix is the recognised one from which to obtain the

alignment, and has been made for that purpose, an

alternative method is to first make the quad exactly to

size, and then cast some dashes (‘‘—”’). First centre

these setwise so that they do not overhang either side,
and then centre them bodywise so that, if three types be
laid on a flat surface, with the centre one having the
nick reversed, the dashes will present a straight and
unbroken line. By this method one need never fear of

haviingdifferent ae
on

commence a job without seeing that the cen-

me
be considered, but it is pe that the pin be

sealed.This is ee the most Grapontantpoint
in connection with the alignment of the output. Should
the pin enter the cone slightly to one side, it will wear

the cone on that side where it strikes, and in time the

a
will be affected. It should be examined

commencing work after each meal, and the clamp
screws on the die-case draw rods should be tested to see

that they have not become loose.
Do not let the matrices bang on the mould, but let

the guide-post bushes take the force of the descent.
The matrix wires should never be pressing on the bottom
of matrix holes, or the matrix face will become ham-

oul

matrices and mould top with a clean piece of rag, or

metal will

ged adhere, causing the type to be cast

with a burr. Keep the matrices clean, especially in the
cone holes. Should dirt or metal accumulate in the
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cone holes, the centring pin will be unable to seat

properly, and bad alignment will be the result. In

storing matrices, eg the cone holes downwards to

prevent dirt getting into them,

‘Themould blade must 7s drawn fully back before

the centeeepin is seated, or it will cause the matrices

to wear out.

Each morning test the screws holding the matrix

wire shoe in position,as it is possible they may work

loose. Also test the screw in mould cross-block link.

Periodically examine the centring pin to see that it is

not loose in its bearing. It must not have the slightest

cakeeee
it must move up and down freely.

low the measurements for the type as formulated
by the Monotype Corporation, and do not reduce or

enlarge according to whims of those who may not under-

stand the Monotype system. If a narrower or wider

measure is desired, get the keyboard operator to deduct

oraddafewunits. Should the type be small in measure-

ment the quad lines will all be too long ; should the type
be larger than the specified measurements, the quad lines

will be too short. ‘The explanation is that if the quad,
for example, be left one-thousandth (.001”) too large,
all the letters will

oe
be that amount too large. A

quad line may have, say, 40 pieces of type in the line,
while the solid line a have 70. In the result such
quad line would be oe

0” too

ae | ae
the letter

line would be .070”too large, mak the quad line

.030” relatively ackOt will be cadleetoadhow the

reverse is the case when type is under size. ‘Through
not understanding this point, bad justification is very

often obtained, as the difference in the length of such

lines dependsupon the difference of the “number of

types in eachline.

JUSTIFICATION.

Provided the keyboard operator has done his work

properly, bad justification is impossible if the following
conditions exist. ‘The wedges must not be damaged but
kept clean, the type must be true to size, and the normal-

wedge lock pin a proper fit in its guide. The transfer

wedge rods must be drawn fully back before the mould

blade is operated, and the nuts at the end of the
seterods must not be loose. Also the 4-unit space mustb

correct. In addition to this, see that the Section
wedges

are being properly drawn to their correct

positi ‘The slightest stickingof the mouldcues
will

causeaa justification and indifferent type size:
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THE PRODUCTION OF GOOD TYPE.

To be

coniceredCe a type must possess the

following attribut
t must a quitesolid, have the corners sharp,

a solid flat foot, the face sharpand well defined, and
must be of the right consistency, 7.e., neither too soft
nor too brittle.

2. It must be square in all directions, exact to

size pointwise and setwise, and must be correct

height,. e., from the foot to the face of the character.
Of firs importancein governing the quality of the

type produced is the adjustment of the pump con-

nections; after that everything depends upon the

attendant and the metal he is working with. The pump
adjustments being correct, as given under the heading
on the pump, it remains solely a question of metal,
which must be influenced by some outside condition. Hr

In the case of bad type, make sure of the following
joints: that a suitable quantity of metal enters the

port ; that the port is not choked with dross ; also see

that no dross exists in or on the plunger inlet holes,
plunger bottom hole, hat-valve pin hole, hat-valve face
and seating, pump-bodyhole or nozzle hole. The pump
body should be cleaned every three or four weeks, and a

drill run up the main channel till it can be seen at the
other end. The

agg sot a ce every week
whether it appears to requi not. If dross is
allowed to aceite till the toleis almostclosedHD?

it
will be very difficult to drill, as the dross is very har

body, but should never be filed. No metal should exist
on the top shoulder to prevent it coming to the top of
its stroke. It should be removed during meal times and
when not in use. Before replacing the piston, warm it,
and see that it is clean. If the piston is hard to turn,
and on being wtharaee

from the pump-body is covered
with dust, it is a of dirty metal, and it will be
difficult to obtain good:type.

The metal should be occasionally cleaned and run

into small ingots. The dross on the top of the pot con-

sists of an aeny (being lighter than lead), oxidised
metal and dirt. Do not throw it away en bloc, but re-

move the dirt and preserve the metal. In cases where
a stereotyper is employed, he should be able to treat the
metal properly, but wherethere is no stereotyper, the

operator must exercise his own intelligence. A good
plan is to heat the a well and then put a little resin

G
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or pure Russian tallow on the top, stirring well. Then

press the substance floating on the top well against the

side of the pot, to squeeze the metal from the dirt.

Remove the dirt with a perforated spoon, and scrape
the side of the pot where the dirt was squeezed against.
Afterwards puddle the metal well and skim again.
If these skimmings are dirt only, when cold it will be

possible to crumble them into dust. If they contain
metal they will be quite solid. Be careful of any
new nostrums for cleaning metal. If they contain
acids or salts, the hat valve may become eaten away,
and the small hole in it become very large. The main

point is to keep the antimony well mixed with the lead.

Being lighter, it has a tendency to rise and oxidise.

Occasionalpaddlingpreserves the cee and

ENS
overdone. It is eee that the Racelineused can

be absolutely pure; it must contain some mineral

ma’eee
After the oils in it have evaporated in the well

arm and been carried to the types, there remaiis the

nee matters. These adhere to the bottom of the

piston and to the pump body channel, in time causing
the latter to become choked. It is far better to slightly
wipe the piston with an oily rag or brush it with plum-
bago, taking care to shake off any surplus SraenertaIn entering the piston skimaay

any dross above

pump body, so that the piston may enter clean fae
and not take down dirt with ia

Regulate the metal passing through the port so that
the type is solid, and too much metal does not remain
in nozzle. In the latter event, stop-casting will

result. For small type the piston should have a short,
sharp stroke, but a little longer one for large type.
Theoretically,the port must be wider open for large type
than small, but in practice it is often found necessary

stop-casting. As it is impossible to see the metal

entering beneath the piston the action must be based

on theory, and the question of metal, therefore, gives
the attendant scope for reflection and discretion.

Occasionally remove the port screw, clean it and oil
it to prevent it becoming corroded in.

Never run the pot up without making sure that the

nozzle end of pump body is upon its seat, or the nozzle

will become damaged against the mould. ‘The nozzle

should be a perfect fit in mould bell to prevent splashing.
The dross on the top of the metal near the nozzle should

be kept away so as to allow the jet pieces from the
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mould to melt quickly. In the case of the nozzle

splashing or the jets not being melted, they may accu-

mulate so that it is impossible to eject any more, and

the cross block will become wedged. In this event do

not force the machine round, but run the pot down

and clear away all the jet pieces from the opening
through which they fall.

The height of the type depends upon the height of

the mould blade and the depth of the matrix. These

are fixed quantities, and will only alter through wear,

which should be very small if proper care and attention

is given to the adjustment of the matrix case.

The standard height for type from the foot of the

type to the face of the character is .g18.
Further information in connection with the question

of good type will be found in the article dealing with

the pump adjustments.

CARE OF MATRICES.

Properly treated these will last a very long time,

and the unavoidable wear is of the minutest character

Of first importance in securing the long life of a set

of matrices is to take care that the lengths of the matrix-

case governing rods are adjusted so that the matrix

case is brought exactly into position for the engaging of

the centring pin in a particular matrix, and further that

the timing of the centring pin for seating in the matrix

is correct—in short, particular attention must be paid to

the setting of the bridge adjustments and all connected

with the movement of the matrix case. Having done

this, the parts concerned should be examined each day
in case any of them tend to loosen, as any slackness is

sure to give bad results.

When putting the matrix case into position, make

sure that the bridge arm is in the “up” position,
and the fibre stop plate out of the carrying frame, and

depress the top lever arm, taking care that the matrices

are not drawn across the end of the centring pin.
Carefully test the correctness of the adjustments

of the matrix case before letting the machine make one

single revolution by power, trying matrices at opposite
ends of the matrix case. When doing this in the

on the paper tower perforated with a 5-unit com-

bination. This blows up the 5-unit pin, and so prevents
the matrix case from going back to its normal—the

quad—position. Turn the machine slowly and watch

G2
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ae
closely that the centring pin is exactly central

n it enters the matrix in each position.
‘Mostcareful attention should be paid by the operator

to the matrix-tong jaws and pin-tong jaws which should

always meet, and the draw rods which should always ne

the matrix is ee sufficiently to touch the mould.
If otherwise, not only bad work but damage to bot
mould and matrices is the inevitable result. Undue

pressure on the mould bruises the faces of the matrices
in time, and.causesthe heads of the types to pull off,
resulting

i

in
‘

The
~

matricesshouldbe thoroughly brushed before

being inserted in the machine, and cleansed every

morning when in continual use, otherwise the grit

excessive wear, making them slackin the case. Carefully
examine the cone holes to see that no metal or other

foreign matter is deposited there—the slightest speck
will affect the alignment.

The best method of cleansing them is to wash them in

benzine—taking care that the benzine is perfectly

the loosened dirt by means of compressed air (which
can be obtained by eerie the air pipe from one of
the keyboards) and the careful use of a soft brush to

remove the small particles.
Oil should be kept from the faces as much as possible

mois
the machine is running, as it causes burrs on the

ty

Tfby chance a character pulls off in the matrix, care

should ‘be taken in melting it out not to injure the

I-16” deep, and as quickly withdrawn, seeing that it
never goes in sufficiently far to let metal into the cone

~

hole. This operation should be repeated quickly until
the

epee
metal drops out

no account shotld the matrix be hit againstRavinehard, as this must cause injury
ould a matrix become damaged in any manner

likely to impair its truth it should be at once discarded
and replaced.

When not in use the matrices should be carefully
wrapped in a clean rag so that no dust or dirt may: settle
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on them, and they should always be placed face upwards |
to pioeeetthe cone holes

[

grow careless in “handlinga set of matrices as

soon aseae sheen of newness has worn off ; remember
that they have more bearing on the appearance of the
final product than any part of the machine, not excepting
the mould.

With regard to the matrix case, before inserting in
the machine—

|

(a) Try the matrix-case screws to see they are |

aght
re-examine them from time to

(0) Mae'ssure there are uo burrs on the side of
ix case.

(c) SSthatEeenters the bridge quite easily.
When the bridge has been off, wipe the centring

pin before replacing in position.
When oiling the centring pin and bushings on the

bridge which must be done when the bridge is off the

machine, care must be taken that the oil does not over-

flow and run into the cone holes of the matrices, or bad

faces and indifferent alignment will be the result.

SYSTEM OF LOCATING DERANGEMENTS.

As before mentioned, a derangement should be traced
to its source. For instance, should an attendant be

etting wrong characters, he must consider all the con-

ditions likely to cause such an occurrence. First make

stire that the keyboard operator has performed his work

properly, z.¢., that he has perforated correctly, and that
his paper has not been fed on the twist. Being satisfied
on this point, place the paper on the crossgirt, as in

working position, mo
the pawl-ring lug against the

stop screw (x620,F ig. 48), and see that the holes in

coarsebeing See ee
the air bar and see that

air pins ascend and descend quickly. See that the |

a jaws (in the case a the first pin failing) do not com-

mence closing before the pin has blown -up, and also
ascertain if all the pins have dropped'fully down. Next

examine the jaws to see that they close correctly and are

not hanging up, either in their spring box or through
any nuts having become loose. Also see that the matrix
draw rods have not become loose. By such a system of
search all derangements can quickly be located.
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THE FOLLOWING HINTSWILL Fe

eeu
USEFUL WHEN

TROUBLES

Reasons for escape of gealheres the face of
matrix and top of mould :—

Metal

ek or
or insufficient water running through

e &

t

Allowi Be ers or oil to adhere to the faces of

matrices.

General accumulation of dirt on top of mould.
The Paescent

Matrix-case rods loose pe centring
|

pin not

centringtrue in matrices
The carrying-frame jane spring (4Ar2) failing

to lift carrying fra:

Surfaceoneee
and ce of matrices not true with

ac

Shouldae Nigionspring
rod eee) be allowed to

seize in the piston-lever operating-rod cross-

head (193), the pressure a metal will over-

come the springs on centring pin (543) and

spring on carrying-frame guide-rod cross- peer
stud (4AII).

If any metal should fix itself to the matrices, great
care must be taken that in removing it the faces of the

matrices are not damaged by screwdriver, etc. To avert

this, when it is absolutely necessary to use a screwdriver,
placea thin brass rule closely under the screwdriver to

protect the matrices from damage. It is preferable,

screwdriver or other heavy implement.
iy If trouble should arise from the heads of characters

pellingsoffit may be attributed to one of the following
reason

Beemetal. Bad bodies. Metal too hot.
The matrix case not being free in sliding frame or

being tight on the cross-slide plate (bearing
for matrix case) (C5), or the screws of the

cross slide plate being loose.
The matrix case fouling the piston guide on pump

y (if new pump has been p!laced in machine).eeemetesettingof bridge and centring pin with
relation to matrix-tong jaws.

The piston not working freelyand not being a good
e

nee
and pump body not being

eee“off set,” or there being a
slight rising of mould blade.
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Incorrect setting of matrix case rods, 7.e., not

centring correctly in matrices or binding
betweeninatejaws.

The type carrier not working freely in its position
when the screws holding the shoes are tightened,
or the coupling up piece for cross block being
too tight.

THE MOULD.

Figures I. and II. are perspective views of the top of

the mould, with the cross slide
oy pos

the front

and back respectively. Figure III. a perspective
view of the cross slide with the jett blade

sce
Ligee

IV. is a longitudinal section of ould
Figure V. is a cross section of the mould. FiouteVI.

shows,the blade, side blocks and adjacent parts dis-

assembled, but in their relative positions.

The mould parts are numbered as UD i

1. Base. 22. Bladespri:
2. Gib. 23. Blade ae “adjusting|

screw.

3. Cam. 24. Blade springcheck n

4. Cross block. 25. Blade spring set ee
5. Angle gate block. 26. Spring.
6. Fixed gate block. 27. Spring adjusting screw.

geet ee 28. Sprin;
8. Back plate. 29. pe

eee
ate.

9. Back plate plug. 30. nitricSows:to. Back plate spring. 31. Dowel setscrew:

11, Connecting piece. 32. Blade
12. S block. 33. Cross oan

JupHeatar,13. Screw side block. 34. Aligningscrew

14. block. 5. elena =
set aaa

15. Spring side block. 36. Gib s

16. Cover spring. 37: sce ‘Mockigscrews.

17s covesspring. 38. Spring block screws.

18, Blade. 39. Blade stop screws.

19.Distancepiece. 40. Blade stop screws.

0. Shot

ee
Cover screws.

Nick.pin. Blade stop screws.43. Gate blockot usting screw

vy

PLACING MOULD ON CASTING MACHINE.

1. Withdraw the cross slide and wipe the mould

thoroughly with a clean cloth, fill the oil hole at the back

of the cross slide and the spring screw, No. 27, with warm

oil. Oil the cross slide and replace. Note carefully
when doing so that the jet blade, No. 7, is in position,
and that it does not project below the bottom surface of
the gate blocks.
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2. Attach the two oil tubes and fill with warm oil.

3. Clean the bed and side walls of the mould seat on

the casting machine, and, after oiling the bed, slide the
mould into position and tighten’the clamps and screws.

. The connectingpiece for connecting the cross slide
with the type carrier must fit into place easily, and will

o so providing the parts are all

er
This piece must

be frequently and thoroughly oile

In starting the mould at the Sine of a run the
cross slide should be uncoupled from the carrier and

oeWIM: a

earae}_
so 31

} 5 Fics. IV. anp V.

Longitudinal and Cross Sections of Mould.

withdrawn until the oil hole at the back is uncovered.
This hole should be filled with warm oil, and the oil

cup which feeds this oil hole should be filled. ‘The oil

cup which feeds through the spring screw should be half
filled. A few drops of oil should be added to this cup
from time to time as required.

The felt in the cross slide lubricator shonebe

oer
saturated with oil.

If ade is loose type will be cast large " the
bottom etwise: This can be remedied by adjusting
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the blade-spring screw, 23. First release the check nut,
then adjust the screw and again tighten the check nut.

The blade should be quite free, but without shake.
If the metal is allowed to become too hot, or

enough water is run through the mould, or the crossslide

VI.

Fic.

Mould
dis-assembled
with
parts
in

position,
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is insufficiently Perce
the hot type metal has a

tendency to adhere t e intermediate plate and gate
blocks. If this Beal is aia to accumulate the gate
blocks will be forced away from the intermediate plate,
and the type will be cast big at the bottom setwise, and

if much metal is allowed to accumulate fins will be cast,

at the edges. ‘To remedy this the cross pre
should be

removed, and the metal which has adhered to the bearing
surfaces of gate blocks and intermediate ae carefully
scraped off with a sharp penknife, great care being
observedne the edges of the blocks and blade are not

damaged. On no account use any grinding material for

this operation, nor must the gib screws, 36, be adjusted.
Failure to observe this caution will probably result in

ruining the mould.

See to it that the mould is at all times sufficiently
lubricated ; the block of felt on the outer end of the

mould should be kept saturated with oil, and it should
also be seen that it projects far

enes
to oil the gate

block. If it becomes worn, it can be adjustedby

eee
a

Pigee
of cardboard aan the felt and theholder not allow the metal pot to remain under

the ean wheenot running.

TAKING THE MOULD APART FOR CLEANING.

CAUTION.—In taking the mould apart great care

should be observed that only those screws are turned

the screws 36, the slotted taper dowel pins No. 30,
their set screws No. 31, the aligning screws No. 34, their
set screws No. 35, the screw block screws No: 37, the

spring block screws No. 38, or the screws, Nos. and

40, in the blade stop, are turned in the least,the mould
will be thrown out of adjustment, and, itbeingimpossible
to put it into working order without the aid of special
tools, the mould must therefore be returned to the
makers.

I. Remove the cross slide and gib.
2. Take off the two cover springs, ee

16 and 17, by
removing the four cover screws,

3. Remove all pressure from the: ee by releasing
the check nut, No. 28, and the screw, No. 27.

4. Removethe blade stop by takingout the screws,
No. 42.

5. Release

oe
blade spring by DORE ERE ae

set

screw, No. 25, the adjusting screw, No. then

push the spring Gusby inserting a piece of wire oslittle
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smaller than the spring, through the spring screw,

No.

6.Uenioyethe blade by pulling it straight out from

the back. ‘The importance of handling this piece with

the utmost care cannot be too strongly impressed upon
the operator. This, as well as the other mould parts,

is eae
as hard as glass, and the sharp edges are as

easily ni
nser - two or three thicknesses of paper in the

placeof the blade, between the two blocks. Press the

spring side block carefully towards the screw side block,

using no greater force than necessary. Lift the block
out of the mould. As the nick pin is loose in this block,
care must be taken

ee
it is not lost or broken. Lift

out the screw side bloc’

This is as far as ae‘mould need be taken apart for

cleaning.
8. Wash all parts with naphtha using a jewellers

brush and wipe with a clean cloth. Particles of metal

that cannot be wiped off remove with a sharp penknife.
Place upon a clean piece of paper for assembling.

ASSEMBLING THE MOULD.

lace the screw side block into position. Note

that the feltwasher clears the aligning screw, 34. Great

care should be observed in replacing the side blocks, for -

if either the taper pins or the slots in which they fit are

in the least nicked or distorted the mould will feout of

distance piece, No. 19, with its narrow end towards the

nick pin groove. Care must be taken to see that it is

ressed down on the shoe, otherwise the oil will not

feed through the mould.

3. Replace the spring side block, first inserting the

nick pin, which has previously been care efully cleaned

of all adhering metal, a little lower in the slot than its

ormal position, so that it shall enter the nick of the

blade as

eg
block is seated.

4. Screwthe spring adjusting screw, No. 27, until it

touchesithespring. Then push the blade forward to

its furthermost point,which, if the distance piece has

been inserted correctly, will be about }” in advance of

the side blocks. This is done to get theoe piece
into

Poles
to receive the blade spring, No. 2

5. Insert the blade spring until it is eece the

back of the mould ; set by tightening screw No. 2:
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6. Replace the spring covers and observe that they
are screwed down solidly.

tension on the spring by giving the spring
screw, No. 27, two complete turns, then tighten the
check nut.

8. Replace the blade stop.
9. Adjust the pressure on blade by the screw and

check nut, No. 23 and 24. ‘The blade should work freely
but without shake.

Io. Oil thoroughly and replace the cross slide.
Tf through the carelessness of the operator the machine

is started with the jet blade not in the mould the cross

slide will have to be taken apart to clean the metal away
from the spring, No. ro, in the back plate. In re-

assembling great care must be taken that the parts are

erfectly clean. The only adjustment is the screw,
No. 43, and this should be set so that the bottom of the

jet blade does not shake nor project below the bottom
surfaces of the gate blocks.

When the mould is taken off the castitig machine the
water should be blown out of the water holes, and the
mould thoroughly oiled to prevent rust, and put into
its correct box, and kept in a clean, dry place.
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TABLE OF JUSTIFICATIONFIGURES FOR

STANDARD SPACES.

cooooo

| ser. | Constant. | Thin. | MiMiddle,| Thick.| |

6 255
|

2.2 re 2.9

64 2.4 res5} 20)

64 2.3 14 2a)

6g 2.2 TES) | 2.7

a 2.1 ele | 207,

7 | Bg 140
|

aezro

7% | reg | 1.10 2.6

7h
|

1.14
|

1.9 2.5

| 8 1.13 1.9 leer
| 8} 1.13 Teo |

2-4
| 8h | 1.12 oy [eo 23) |

83 | Fleete TS 2.3) |

9 sO) ras Bae
|

ot 139) | 1.3 eas

OF 1.9 | Te3 | eeu

of 1.8 | Tier) Treelgy
10 1.7 | ear Foe

10} | 1.6 | Hoi I.14

rok
| 1.6 = 1.14

10g T.5 —_ Hous

[oer ued _— rie fea
rift ite) — eee

rid ess) _ potLe
rig tpg) | = I.it

| t2 oes | —_ 1,10

I.

These figures show the Justification (red) Keys which must

be used for the perforation of paper from which to cast these

spaces.

above

Deanespaces equal to

aa pougand five to

the em quad of the set being ae
le space is pro-

duced from the ordinary ‘“‘en” space heer
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PERFORATION TABLE.

1615 98 2a
(1) (2) (3) | (4) ) | (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (41) (12) (13) (14) (15)

Vv

0075 Space1 Oxrinster
By means of the figures at the

pee
and right of the above table

any letter may be obtained from the holes in paper tower.

e
“

star’? will be number 16 hole, and “J” numbers 7

and 24. Number 10 hole leads to the justification rod, operatingthe transfer wedge rods, and_ in

ae
with number 18

produces the variable space. Numbers 13 an 1 lead to the rods

operating the coarse (‘oo75in.) and fine ae in.) justification
left towedgespeep Cly

The holes on paper tower read from

right,The small figures on right-hand side indicate the number

of pin that willbe in operation on unit pin-block, and those on

the bottom the BamberTBpin on “position” pin-block.
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COMPRESSOR.

The air compressor should be regularly cleaned and

the lubrication attended to daily. The lubricators
should be so adjusted that the oil neither runs away so

quickly as to over lubricate nor so slowly as to render
the pistons liable to seize. ‘The minimum speed should
be such as to ensure a slight escape of air at the exhaust
valve on air tank when the full plant of keyboards and
casters are all working. Periodically it should be tested
to see that the crank is not loose in its bearing, and if

any difficulty is experienced in getting the full
rewhen starting, the valves should be cleaned, as dirt be-

ee
the valves and their seatings allows the air to

urn to the cylinders as the pistons recede. These mayie examined
Beremoving the end nut with the square

key provided,

AIR TANK.

This requires daily attention. See that no water is

eT to accumulate in the tank, but blow it off two

or three times per day by the cockprovided. Note

frequentlythrough the day that the water in the outside
tank is not warm; if so, allow more cold water to

caveatthrough. Carelessness on this point may do
uch damage to the keyboards, as, unless the moisture

iseetrantedfrom the air by beingcondensed in the tank-

tubing (and thence blown out), it will be precipitated in

the cold interior of the keyboards, and the resultant rust

will not only clog the movement of the parts rusted but
the dry rust flaking will be blown through the air
channels to such an extent that the keyboard will sooner

or later become unworkable. The pressure should be

maintained at 14 Ibs. or 15 lbs., and the exhaust valve

and its seating occasionally cleaned to prevent the valve

sticking down. ‘The pipes leading from the air tank to

the keyboards should not be too small, or the speed of
the air in passing oUEH

them will be impeded. For
three keyboards a pipe of }” inside diameter will be

sufficient ; for more thanthree keyboards 1” inside
diameter is recommended.

An air tank very closeto the compressor will require
a greater circulation of water than when the two are

further apart
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NOZZLES AND DRILLS

A few years ago we printed (in Technical

Bulletin No. 57) a table of pump-nozzle
cleaning-drill data which we understand

has proved useful over the years. We have

now breught this table up to date and

present it on this page. May we now

repeat the cautionary note, given in

Bulletin No. 57, for the benefit of younger
readers and older ones who may not

_.

have saved that number ?
When cleaning nozzles having two-stage
bores, the drill for the lower, larger-
diameter hole, if allowed to penetrate.
too far, will break through the tip o

the nozzle. Therefore always be sure

that the measurement| between the tip of

the dril! and the deptl stop is exactly
that given in the

alt:hand column

of the table.

ef

Comp.
caster
symbolSuper

caster
Nozzle
no.

symbol

Sod S

nozzles and drill data

Lower
hole

drill
dia.
ins,

Upper
hoe

drill
dia,
ins.

Lower
hole

length
ins.

Lower
hole

fength
mm

Dia.
ins.
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